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Board resolution dated 264. 2007 which is quite evidently prior to the orders

passed by the CLB dated 29-10-2007

o The main arguments of the respondent are as follows'

o the Board resolution dated 26.4. 2007, by which Mr Yogesh Mehra

is authorized to file proceedings on behalf of the applicant company

is bad in law since it falls foul of the orders dated 29. 102007 and

19 52008 passed by the CLB:

The Board resolution only authorizes Mr Yogesh Mehra to manage

day to day activities of the applicant company and tinder the general

powers, defend the Company and file suits on behalf of the

company on matters that may arise out of contractual laws, corporate

laws. taxat ion laws or any other statutory acts* but not to1inflate -

mesa revocation proceedings:

c Mr. Yogesh Mehra having filed a suit n a derivative capacityn the

Bombay High Court could not now file this proceeding on behalf of

the applicant company;

• That the validity of the Board resolution has been challenged before

the Company Law Board.

• This Appellate Board having been formed substituting for the High

Court as regards finalizing the applications for revocation of patents

this Appellate Board like the High Coon has the powers to decide on

all the matters of law and those connected matters of legal disputes

under CPC:

The aforesaid contentions have been refuted by the applicant The applicant

a counsel referred to the Supreme Court of India case in "Paid

Roadways Ltd. v. Gina Yamaha LW., (2000) 4 5CC 91" to show how the

Hon'ble Supreme Court of India has decided about a suit

g. On perusing the entire details available in the records, it is seen that Mr

Mehra was authorized by the Board resolution dated 26-4-2007 to sign the

pleadings i.e the revocation applications. The present revocation appIicaOnS

have been Signed by Mr. Mehra by virtue of the said Board resolution dated

26.4 2007 which empowers Mr. Mehra to do so as is clear from the contents

of the resolution produced before us. This Appellate Board cannot decide

upon the validity, legality and propriety of the Board resolution dated

284 2007 and this Appellate Board, in the absence of any judgment or order

of a competent Court of Law declaring the resolution to be null and void or

staying the resolution, has to proceed on the footing and directions given

'S
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therein and assume that the said resolution dated 26.4 2007 is perfectly valid

and legal. Counsel for the respondent during the course of arguments

sought to urge grounds in support of the proposition that the resolution dated

26 4 2007 was riot proper and legal. However as stared hereiflbefore the

legality and/or validity of the Board resolution dated 264.2007 cannot be

questioned in the present proceedings which are instituted under the

provisions of section 64 of the Act The jurisdiction to test the validity and

legality of the Board resolution does not rest with this Appellate Board. If that

be so, then the obvious conclusion 15 that Mr. Mehra by virtue of the

resolution dated 25.4.2007 is fully empowered to sign the suits / pleadings

including all these revocation applications. As such there is no substance in

the contention of the respondent that Mr. Mehra has no authority to sign the -,

pleadings. Further the contention of the respondent is wrp 	
that the

-.

applicant company cannot maintain the present revocation appliO?t nS . We.

therefore dismiss the rnisc&laneOuS petition.

h. It was further contended by the counsel for the respondent that the present

proceeding is not a suit and as such the resolution dated 26 4.2007 cannOt

be taken to have empowered Mr Mehra to sion the same 'This arciument too

is without any substance It cannot be said that the present proceeding is not

a suit especially in the light of the arguments of the counsel of the

respondent made already. that this Appellate Board is a Court for all

practical purposes, having regard to the nature of the powers and jurisdiction

vested in it by statute, which appeals that the respondent is contradicting Ns

own arguments made already before us, Reliance can be placed in this

regard on the law laid down by the Supreme Court of India in Patel

Roadways Ltd. v. Gina Yamaha Ltd., (2000) 4 SCC 91, The HonbIe

Supreme Court at paragraph 48 and 49 observed as ioilows

i -Suit, Action - 'Suit' is a Latin of wider sign/lien lion than action; H may

include proceedingS UIl a petition"

49. From the ahoe it is clear that the terms 4su't is a genonc term

taking within its swOCp all proceedings initiated by a pact for reali2atIOn of a

right vested in hm under law, The meaning of (he term suit s also depends

on the context of its user which in tuft?, amongst other ihin9 depends 01?

A
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the Act or the rule in which it/s used. No doubt the proceeding before a

National Co,nrni$siOrl is ordinarily a swnmary proceeding and in an

appropilfite case where the CornflIiSSiOfl feels that the issues raised by the

am too 00,1ennons to be decided in a summary proceeding ,t may
pat-bes
refer the parties to a civil cowl A proceeding before the National

Co,nrn,ssiOfi, it; our considered view, comes within the tern; suIt,

Therefore, as can be seen from the Supreme Court ruling, the term suir is

not to be strictly construed but construed in the manlier in which it is used

ihe term , suit' has been used in the Board resolution in inc context of

'initiation of proceedings and has to be liberally construed That apart, the

above mentioned Supreme Court decision, and particularly the admission o

the counsel for the respondent that this Appel late Board is a Coun. clearly

establ ishes that the proceedings before this Appellate Board would also be

in the nature of a suit and as such it is clear that Mr. Mehra is competent to

sign the present revocation applications

k As regards the derivati v e action, the circumstances in which the same werC

tiled have no hearing on the present proceedings The were filing of a

derivative action cannot and does not act as estoppel of Mr Yogesh Mehra

from filing these revocation applications The argument of the counsel for

the respondent in this regard is therefore completely i rrelevant and not

germane to the issue as to whether Mr. Mehia has the authority to sign the

present proceedings

It was next contended that Enercon GmbH has filed art before

the Company Law Board, New Delhi praying for a stay of theoperation of

the Board resolution dated 264.2007 The said application was tiled on

510 2010. The said application came up for admission on 19.10. 2010

wherein a stay of the operation of the resolution was sought. The Company

Law Board has however not granted any interim order Therefore as on

date the Board resolution is valid and subsisting It has not been set aside

or stayed by any court / j udicial body Under these circumstances it cannot

be said that Mr. Mehra has no locus or authority to sign the revocation

applications 01) 
the strength of the resolution dated 26.4.2007 As suc h it

cannot also be held that the applica nt company is not a person witnin ire

(neanflg of sections 2(1)(s) or 64 of the Act
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in Lastly, reliance by me respondent on the nterirn orders passed by

the CLB dated 29.102007 and 1952008 i s completely misconceived

and misconstrued for the sole reason that these orders have been

passed alter the resolution dated 26A,200 7 and cannot in any

manner have any relevance on the issue as to whether Mr Mehra

has the authority to sign the revocation applications in the present

case, particularly when the Board resolution has not been made null

and void The Miscellaneous Petition NO 60/2010 is therefore

dismissed

11	 Basics and objects of the invention to understand the background and

nomenclature in respect of A method for operating a wind griengy system and a

wind energy system
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The counsel for the applicant started his argument inviting attention to the

definition of the "patenr as under section 2011(m), invention as under section
2(1)0), inventive step" as under section 2(1)Qa), respectively of the Act The

couns& submitted that how the applicant satisfies the condition of "person

interested and what is the definition of person interested' given in section
2(l)(1) of the Act. At the outset, it was pointed out that on the date of hearing, on

14 09-20 10, the respondent was directed 10 file its duly executed expert affidavit

by 27 09 2010 A non-notarised affidavit of Dr. Phillip Charles Taylor, dated
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11.09 2010, was served on the applicant on or around 15092010 On the

appointed day of hearing i.e. 27 09.2010, it was round that the respondent had

not yet filed the duty executed expert affidavit before Board Thus. the Board

refused to take the said affidavit on record.

. At the outset, it was also submitted that the respondent, owing to the

submissions in the revocation application had proposed to amend the 'as

granted claims and the proposed claims were attached as Annexure-B to the

respondent's counterstatement at page 54'55. Then the counsel submitted his

arguments as follows'

A. Claims: Invention and inventive step:

a A Patent is granted for a single invention only Accordingly the claims

and the complete specification shall relate to a single inventive

concept
b The question as to whether the invention as claimed, is obvious has f

to be judged from the view point of the person skilled in the art.;

c The grounds are that the patent should be revoked as being not new

and that the claims of the impugned patent do not involve an

inventive step Moreover, the claims of the impugned patent are not

sufficiently and fairly supported by the description in the specification

d At the very outset, the attention of the Board was drawn to Para 9

page 4 of the revocation application where it was submitted that the

European equivalents of the patent has been revoked by the Higt

Court of Justice. Chancery Division, Patents Court, UK vide order

dated 14 11.2007 (hereinafter the UK case) The respondent did not

respond to the above paragraph in its counteistatement The said

order had been annexed to the revocation application as Exhibit-2 at

page 45 of the application

a it was also submitted that in the proceedings of the above mentofleG

UK case the respondent had accepted that the claim 1, as granted in

Europe was invalid. The respondent did not reply to this contention

also
The applicant submitted that The International PCT application for

the Indian National	
patent 197959 was PCT/EP93/06324

(hereinafter 324 ApplicatiOn) which had all the claims of the Indian

patent.
g The attention of the Board was invited to page 45 of the revocatiOn

application where the UK decision was attached paragraph 2(t) and

(ii) clearly state that the 324 application was divided into two

applications in the EP which were granted as EP 1164691 ('59

Patent) and EP 1040564 (564 Patent) The UK court examined the

validity of both '691 Patent and 564 Patent on various grounds such

as obviousness novelty, added matter suffictency, It was pointeD out

/ --
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in Pare 2(11). page 46 that the claim 1 of the '691 Patent was

accepted to be invalid. it is obvious that the respondent had admitted

to the invalidity of the said claim 1 of '691 Patent which Is the same

as claim I of the Indian patent

n It was submitted that, ulumatety, the UK court held that subject matter

of the patent is invalid over insufficiency, added matter and

obviousness over common genera; knowledge and a plethora of prior

arts. There has been no reply from the respondent as to why the UK

Judgment will not apply here. Nor has the respondent refined its

admission as to the invalidity of claim I of the '691 Patent in its

counterstatemefit. The absence of any such reply or even a denial

amounts to admission as to invalidity. The patent should be revoked

on this ground atone. -
In response to a query the respondent agreed that there isno.

/
response in their counterstatement and the UK judgment cannot b

denied

The attention was invited to page 23 of The application where the

impugned patent was cited. The impugned patent, numbered

lN197959. was granted on the application number

INIPCTI2000/00124/CHE titled "A method for operating a wind

energy system and a wind energy system The impugned patent

relates to wind power installations which feed power to various

networks. U is specifically directed towards method and apparatus 10

eliminate over fluctuations of network voltages and to avoid

unwanted shutdown of the wind turbine.

k Attention was drawn to page 30-33 of the application in order to give

a background of the invention. It was stated that the wind energy

system is normally operated to teed power to the grid or a network

Power is generally depicted by the formula

Power (P) = Voltage (\I) < Current (I)

1. In view of the above, applicant submitted that, at a given rating of a

power source, such as a wind turbine, the toad in the grid network,

which is drawing current from the turbine. may change drastically

For example, in the night the wind power is available in abundance

but the load is less because consumer appliances are switched off.

This may create a situation of overvoltage Conversely, there can be

a situation of low voltage too when there is more toad than the power

supplied

m It was pointed out that voltage has to be fixed for a particular

network. In case of India it is 220V with some tolerance range (say

+10% ) An overvoltage or under voltage condition that goes beyond

the above said values may cause harm to the grid and the

appliances. Thus, it is necessary to operate the wind turbine in such
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a manner that voltage fluctuations are also controUed, without the

need to disconnect the wind turbine in a condition ci the said voltage

fluctuations.

13	 The apphcanCs counsel continued his arguments next based on the grounds

relied in the revocation application and submitted as follows

Attention was invited to the decision of the Court of Appeal . of

United Kingdom in 19115 RPC 55 (Wind Surfing International Inc.

v. Tabw' Marine Great Britain Limited). It was pointed out that the

question of obviousness will have to be considered taking inc

following four steps, namely.

i Identifying the inventive concept:

it

	

	 is the common general knowledge that is known to me

skilled person in the art:

it) identi
f ying the differences between the cited matter and

alleged invention;

iv To decide that these steps or differences would became an

obvious invention to the skilled person in the art without

having any knowledge of the present invention.

14	 The applicant referred to page 38 at the revocation application, being the

internal page !0 of the patent specification. claim 'I 	 as

Claim j- 
A method for opera/Wig a wind-energy systetil hrwtnçj a!) 01cc/nec1

get rota/cl; which can be driven by it for emitting elQCtriCc'il power Pu an

electrical network (6), in particular to loads (8J which are connected to this

network (6) with the power which is emitted from the generator to the

network (6) being controlled as a (unction of an electrical voltage which is

present at the network (6), and with an amount of power which is less (Finn

the available generator power from the wind energy system being emitted for

network over voflaqQpfQQtfQn characterized in that the atflOYQtOfOWeL

jj1 emitted JS reduced ever; before a

Lis 	 a jcifcjJti.orkVO!ta0Y3

15	 It was submitted that the above claim relates to a method compristflg the

following ek!n1entS

Wind energy system with an electrical generator for emitting electrical power

an electrical network.

The power emitted to the network is controlled as a function of an elecinca

voltage present at the network
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The power emitted to the network is less than the available generator power

for network over voltage protection

tted power 5 reduced before a maximLirn network voltage value
The emi 

value P1 is exceeded.
(Umax) is reached after a specific network voltage 

16 It was submitted that the above claim was directed to the right hand side

(from the central
 vertical line) of the graph as seen in Fig 3 sheet no I of the

drawings accompanying the patent specification (at page 43 of the revocation

application) which essentially is about reduction in power emitted (y-axis) when the

network voltage (X-axis) increases beyond point P1 on the graph. The reduction is

continued till the maximum allowable network voltage is reacned after which the

power becomes equal to or about zero. It was pointed out that the above

description IS 
suppoUed at page 37 tines 26 of the specificatio n in the imne

	

patent	

;.

cC

17	
It was pointed out by the applicant that the above claim is the same 

3S -

granted clainf of its EP equivalent EP 691 Patent At this juncture the applicant

submitted the claim set of EP 691 Patent showing that the claim 1 of the impugned

patent was identical to claim I of the EP '691 Patent. The sa i
d 

claim b0ti9i

UK judgment) . The. sj3ie ad4Spn was also recorded b

16 Thus, it was pointed out that when the respondent has admitted, in the UK

case. the invalidity of claim 1 of 691 Patent, which is identical to as granted claim 1

of 1mpugned patent it does not lie in the mouth of the respondent to assert the

validity of the as granted claim 1 of the impugned patent in the present case before

the Board It was submitted that the as granted claim 1 of the impugned patent must

be revoked on this ground alone

	

19	
Then Ue attention was invited to claim 2 at internal page 10 of the patent

specification of the impugned patent(at page 38 of the revocation application) which

claims
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Claim_2- A method for operating a wind-energy system having Br? v/ethical

geneiflU)r, which can be driven by a rotor: for ermiling electrical power to an

olectricnl nerwodr (6) in particular to loads (8) winch ate connected to this

network (6), with the power which is emitted from the generator to the network

(6) being coot rolled as a function of an electrical voltage which is piosent at tile

network (6). and with an amount of power which is less that) (ho available

geuer.JtOI pGcVC[ from the wind energy system being emitted for flVtW2Lk

pLgtecuon. and in that 	 amounit of ov?jsjch_isemuiL2di.SmeiLt1CCd-0YSB

siownspfcpeiwoc	 ,yolt?5j U1e £QL	 -

/

	20	 The above claims has the following elements.

a) Wind energy system with an electrical generator for emitting electrical power_

an electrical network

h)
The power emtted to the network is controlled as a iunctofl of an electrical

voltage present at the network

C) 
The power emitted to the network is less than the avatlable generator power

for network protection

i) The emitted power is reduced before reaching a minimum network voltage

value (Umin) alter falling below a specific network voltage value P3

21 It was submitted that the above claim 2 has the same features as in clam 
1

but for the Last two elements Claim 2, unlike claim 1 , is not talking about an over

voltage protection of network situation but is related to under voltage situation

Secondly. claim 2 is directed to reductiorlof oowL_,mui&Q when the network

voltage falls below a particular value and the reduction continues till voltage

reaches predefined m inimum value Umin. Applicant submitted that, apparently.

clam 2 is directed towards left hand side of the graph as seen in figure 3, sheet no

1 of the drawings accompanying the patent specification (at page 43 of the

revocation application)	 It was submitted that this last step of power re duc tion

despite dec rease If' St	 is something that is confusing and contrary to what has

been stated in the specification

22 It was submitted that generally reduction of voltage at the network Pont

would imply that more power has to be supplied to the network. But claim 2 claimed

the reverse In this regard, attention was invited to internal page $ lines 30 to 33 and

internal page 5 lines 1 to 7 of the patent specification( page 32 of the revocation

1
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application, line 30 ! and page 33, lines 1-7), wherein it was clearly stated that in

Thus. it is clear that, prima

facie claim 2 is contrary to the specirication and presents with a puzzle

23 
It was pointed out that the above said claim 2 of the impugned patent was

identical to as granted' claim 2 of the EP-691 Patent. After admitting as to the

invalidity of claim 1 of the EP691 Patent in the UK case, the respondent converted

claim 2 of the EP-691 patent into proposed claim 1. It was pointed out at page 75 of

the revocation application (in pare 217 of the UK judgemenc that the above said

clam 2 of the' impugned patent was, thus, identical to proposed claim yhe	 ."

EES91 Patent

24 Attention was invited to page 75 of the revocation application where the

proposed claim I (at para 217 of the UK judgement - which is same as claim 2 of

the impugned patent) was discussed Pam 219, second last line, of the UK

judgemefli (at page 75 of the revocation application) clearly indicates that the said

clairn relates to reduction of power when the network voltage falls below a particular

value It has also been stated that the said claim is directed towards the left hand

side slope of the graph as seen in fig.3( in sheet no 1 of the drawing accompanying

the patent specification) wherein, the power emitted is reduced after the network

voltage has fallen below P3 and before it has reached

25	
attention was invited to page 56 of the revocation application wnere Fig 3(

in sheet no 1 of the drawing accompanying the patent specification) of the

impugned patent was discussed Para 82n UK judgement) on this page refers to

he portion of the specification where 1-ig.3 has been described (same as page 36.

lines 29-33 
and page 37 lines 1-12 of the revocation application --- page 8 &

9 of the patent specification )• While para 83 to 85 discuss the rignt hand side of the

graph in fig 3. which is directed towards reduction in power when the voltage

increases beyond a point, it is para 87 where the left hand side of the said graph is

held to be substantiSl'I less dear.

23	 it was pointed out at Para 91 of the UK judgement page 57 of the

revocation application, where the court hinted that claim 2 could relate to dc-rating.
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thouch this understanding may have difficulties . However, it was shown later that

to the extent the otaIm is clear. this was the best possible explanation and

accordingly validity of the claim was discussed.

27 Ili
this regard attention was invited to page 52, of the revocation application

where dc-rating was explained at para 50-51 of the UK judgement. It was submitted

that every wind turbine has a rated power i.e. maximum power it can 9netate,

which is determined by the amount of current the electrical c
i rcuits of the wind

turbne can sustain or withstand. Power is a product of currant and voltage. Thus

the voltage at a common point of the wind turbine tO the network, falls below a

predefined level naturaliy, current will rise for a given amount of power) the

maximum power, the turbine can generate. also falls. This is done so that fall in

voltage does not let the current rise above the rated current levels. thereby causing

damage to the wind turbine Thus, the power of tile turbine must be reduced or

capped' which is called de-rating. The court observed that dc-rating is well knoh
 in

the art

28 Attention 
was then invited to page 76, of the revocation application where

the proposed claim 1 of the UK-691 patent was d iscussed (pare 222 onwards of the

UK judgement
) The UK court interpreted the scope of the ca ill by discussing

various porhons of the claim and concluded on page 73 of the revocation

application) para 239, (01 the UK 1udgement) that the claim does, in fact, relate to

dc-rating. that is to say a greater reduction in power emitted by a wind turbine, than

amage to the electrical circuits. It was submitted
is strictly necessary. to prevent d 

that for any generator, having a rated power. dc-rating was
 well known, to prevent

damage to the electrical circuits of the generator system.

29 It was pointed ouL at pare 240,( of the UK judgement) page 78. (of the

revocation application) that the court, based on oprnofl and cross examinauCi of

experts on both the sides (Dr. Taylor for Alloys Wobbent and Prof. Green from

Vestas's side), held at the priority date dc-rating was common general kno'ed9e

as it is part of most basic knowledge of any electrical engineer it would have bean

trivial to implement the same on wind turbines at the date of oriority

'I

,2
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30 It was submitted that the respondent contended, in the UK case, that

reduction in power was countertntufflve in situations of undervoitage The court

declined and held that a skilled person would have known that in case of under-

voltage, it was desirable to maintain power output to the grid or even increase, if

possible, to restore the network voltage to a desired value. However if the network

voltage falls too lar, de-rating the wind turbine is the only Option else the rising

current would daniage the electrical circuit thereof which is well known to an

electrical engineer

31	 U was also submitted that the claim 1 does not require the wind turbine .tQ - -

de-rate to zero. It is enough that the amount of power which is emitted is reduced,

even before reaching a defined minimum network voltage value Umln The UK court

found, on cross examination, that experts from both sides, agreed that the above

feature is obvious Therefore, it was submitted that claim 2 of the impugned patent

Is 
obvious and does not involve an inventive slap in view of common general

knowledge

32 Attention was invited to page 40 of the revocation application, where another

independent claim g was provided which claims wind energy system (product claim)

tot performing a method according to claim 1 or 2. It has exactly the same elements,

ri addition to which it claims reduction in power in case of over network voltage as

well as under network voltage, with respect to a predefined value Thus, claim 9

meets the seine fate as claim 1 and 2 and it does not involve an inventive step,

33	
Attention was invited to claim 3, at page 38 of the revocation apphcatiofl

(internal page 10 of the patent specification) which claims

Claim_3- A method for operating a wind energy system having an oieclrical

qenemtot which can be driven by a rotor, for ernirling electi'tal power to an

iectt Ito! network (6), in particular to loads which arc connected to this

network (6, cbraC!eH?. in that (h i/nc! eneroynus0t0d

without any power being emitted to the electñcal netwoik when the netwotk

voltage is greater or less than a predetetrfltfled network voltage value (U

U .). with U'ie peletmirU3d network voltage values heng gieatW or less

than the network voltage nominal value.

1

34	 The above claims as the following elements
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a

	

	 Wind energy system with an electrical gc-nerator for emitting electrical

power an electrical network

b)

	

	 The wind energy system is operated without any power beng emitted to

the electrical network

ci	 The above step is performed when the network voltage is greater or less

than a predetermined network voltage value (U 	 U ,j. qth the

predetermined network voltage values being greater or less than Inc

network voltage nominal value.

35	 Attention was also invited to page 40 of the revocation appbcabon

(internal page 12 of the patent specilication), where claim 12 of the impugned patent -

has been provided	
I	 5

Claim 12- A wand eneipy system for carrying out the method according

hnvuig a rotor (4) and having an e!ectnce.l generator, tt'hich as coupled to the

rotor (4) . an order to emit electrical power to an e/ectdca! network (. to a control

device having a voltage sensor for sensing an electnCat voltage Which is present

on the electrica l network (5). chWacterjedjQjJ3Pi QjQ&fa7etrtSstemJ2

connected to the electrical network without any power being ernhtOd to the

electrical network when the network voltage is greater or loss than a

prdClefTrifled network voltage value being grealoi or lOSS 111011 the network

voltage nonwnü value

It was submitted that the above claim as directed towards a wind energy

sysiem (product clatm) for perform i ng a method in claim, The elements of this

claim are same as claim 3 , however, instead of the word operated as used in clam

3. the word connected' is used in claim 12.

36	
Attention of the Bench was again invited to page 40 of the revocation

application where cla im ii of the impugned patent was cited, which claims

Claim It The method according to claim 3, wherein power can always he

emitted when the network voltage has once again assumed a va lue which as

less than or greater than the predefeli7Pned network voltage value (Umin.

Urratix)

It is submitted that the above claim is directed towards a method in claim 3

where the moment network voltage value comes into the desirable range C

between Umax and tJmin the power emission is resumed.

Th,
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37 It was pointed out that the above said claims 3. 11. and 12 of the impugned

patent are identical to claim 1, 2 and 3 of the EP'564 Patent respectively, which is

We second EP equivalent of the impugned patent

38 At this juncture, a copy of the claim set of EP 
&564 Patent was submtted to

the Bench, a perusal of which clearly showed that the above said claims are

idenuca l
 Attention of the Bench was invited to page 58(of the revocation

application), para 98.( of the UK judgement), of the revocation appIi cat ioflWhere

Vie UK court considered claims 1,2 and 3 of 	 EP '564 Patent.	 F:
39	 It was pointed out, at para 99, that the EP 564 patent (Claims 3, 11

of the i mpugned patent) is concerned with operation of the wind energy system in

cases where the network voltage increases above Umax or decreases below Umin.

Thus, in view of Fig. 3,sheet 1 of the drawing accompanying the patent specification

at page 43 of the revocation application , claim 3 and 12 of the impugned patent is

also directed towards operation of the wind turbine beyond the points Um ax and

Urnin claim ii talks about the same method, where the power is resumed, the

moment the network voltage value comes between Umin and Umax

40 Attention of the Board was again invited to page 56 of the revocation

application where the above said claims were discussed It was stated that the

claims call for a system which continues to operate qi rema
in connected, but without

emitting power, when the network voltage falls outside predetermined limits,

wnether caused by low toads, high generation output, high toads or faults

41 U was pointed out that the respondent contended that the patent is primarily

concerned with major faults and provides a system which continues to operate and

remains connected during severe voltage depression that is to say one which has

LVR1' (Low voltage ride through) capability or spinning reserve capability, wherein

the rotor keeps rotating (slow speed), generator remains connected to the network

and yet, no power is fed to the network.

42 It was pointed out that this term was taken from conventional power stations,

where it is 
used to describe a synchronous generator which is maintained in a

condition in which it is spinning, synchronised and ready to take up load and so
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provides a source of reserve capacity which can be brought on stream the moment

us requiredred

43 With the above background it was submitted that the word operated'. tfl

claim 3 is the some connected. in claim 12, which meanS that fnere is no physical

disconnect between the generator and the network This is because. based on well

es t ablished principles of claim interpretation, a product claim cannot have different

meaning from the correspond ing method claim. (Para 104 of the UK judgement.

page 59 of the petition

44	 Attention of the Bench was invited to paragrapn 141.( of the UK jud9emeflfl"

page 64 of the revocation application where the test for obviousness had been laid

down in the following manner	
.

t) 
(a) Identify the notional person skilled in the art"

(b) Identify the relevant common general knov4edge of thaI person

tip 
Identify the inventive concept of the claim in question or if that cannot

readily be done, construe it:

iii) Identify what, if any, differences exist between the matter cited as

forming part of the "state of the cr1' and the inventive concept of the

claim or claim as construed:

iv) Ask whether, viewed without any know ledge Of the alleged invention

as ciamed, those differences constitute steps which would have

been obvious tO the person skilled in the art or do they require any

degree of nvention

45 
In view of the above test, it was submitted that the common general

knowledge was that the LVRT capability was well known for conventional

generators. It was not common general knowledge for wind turbine. Thus, the

question in the present case is whether the application of the LVRT capability 0 e

the practice of remaining connected, without emitting power, in case of large voltage

fluctuations) to the wind turbine would be obvious at the date of priority.

46 
It was pointed out that, on the basis of elaborate evidence and expert

opinions the UK court answered in affirmative the above question. The court

observed in para 145,( of the UK judgeme llO. at cage 54 of the revoctiOfl

appliCc1tiofl1t 't
 the average capacity of the wind turbines and wind farms were

increasing year by year Thus, it was highly desirable and expected that they would
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be required by transmissio n codes to stay connected in case of faults, just like

conventional power plants

47	 it was pointed out that the respondent contended. at Pa ra 146,( of the UK

jcgerr.ent) page 84 of the revocation apphcaUofi. that wind turbines were

---expected to disconnect from the network the moment there v.-ere large fluctuaflPPS C'

It 
was also contended by respondent that the above analysis isin hindsight LVRT'>

for a wind energy system was highly surprising for the industry 	 . 7

48	
However, the coufl opined at paragraph 150 .( of the UK judgement) Pa

85 tot the revocation application) that '.l do not accept that the skilled person did

not look ahead or that he bad a mindset which was to 
connect a small number of

modest capacity wind turbines to the distribution network as suggested by Mr

WObbEJO The reality was quite the opposite- The industry was developing larger,

more powerful and more sophisticOted turbines which used 
pOw&( electronics to

sucpo'i rho distnbtltio fl god MoreOv&1 the power contribut ion Made by those

;irbrneS was ;ncro;iStng year on y03T and the wind farms thCiflS& yes were growing

avet taer. The rime would come when the network operators could no longer treat

ttnd tennis as they had clone in the past

Thus, in view of the above. it was submitted that 
implementing LVRT was

conceptually obv ious and thus, claim 3 and 2 of the impugned patent do not

nVe an i nventive step in view of common general knowledge

49 Further, the attention of the Board was invited to page 65 (of the revocation

application) , paragraph 152 ,( of the UK judgetnent). where it was shown that

Dr Taylor the expert of respondent on cross examination agreed that it was

conceptually obvious that the wind energy systems would have to stay connected to

the network (in case of faults), when such wind energy 
systems have attained

would be a requirement for them to comply
certain power capacity, because it 

However the expert believed that technically implementing LVRT would not be

obvCuS 
because it would involve a lot of technical know how and different

techniques than what is required for a conventio n al power plant
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50 However, it was submitted that the impugned specification contained no

such discloSure. as to 'now the implementation has to take place in case of a wind

turbiie Thus claim 3 and 12 3!C merely addressing a concept Attention was

i
nvited to page 67 (of the revocation application) para 155 (of the UK jucigement)

where the UK court held that the concept in the EP 561 Patent (same as

3. II and 12 of the impugned patent) was obvious

51 It was pointed out that claim 11 of the impugned patent is obvOUS'Wh1Ch

talks about resuming power emission after the network vottag& has normalized

Wren the implementation of the method in claim 3 (staying connected without

emitting power) 
and wind energy system in claim 12 lack inventive step it is but

obvious, that any person would resume the power emission Once the network

voltage value reaches between
 Umin and Umax. In this regard. attention was invited

to page 68 lot the revocation application). pare 161 of the UK judgenient where

the above conclusio n is affirmed Thus. it was shown that claims 3, 11, and 12 
Of

te impugned patent do not involve an inventive step

Other c en d ni Claim &

	

52	
Attention was invited to Page 39 (of the revocation application), where claim

4 of the impugned patent, which depends on claims 
I or 2 claims a method wherein

:he powO emitted by 
the generator is functionaflY related o the electrica l voltage

not in the network, but at the network feed point

53 It was pointed out that claims 5 and 6 of the impugned patent are directed

towards an electrical voltage i.e. AC which is at a predetermined frequency and the

said frequency corresponds to the network frequency It was submitted that the

above claims do not add any inventive feature to the independent claims which have

already been shown to be obvious. The above claims only add non-essential

niegers for overcoming novelty.

54 
It was submitted that claim 7, though oependent on claim 1 and 2 has the

elements of claim 3 Thus, clam 7 S a combination of claims 1. 2 and S which have

already beer shown to be obvious and not uwoivng inventive step Hence clam

does not nvole an inventive step



55	 Simi larly. claim 8 is a combination of claim 7 and claim 
11. both of which do

riot involve an inventive step Thus, claim 8 is invalid.

56 Claim 10 is directed to a wind energy system where power emitted is set In

accordance with a predetermined power/network voltage characteristic It was

submitted that the power/voltage characteristic is nothing but a lunC9fla1

relationship depicted, for example, by a curve, such as in Fig.3 sheet/i of the

d'aWiflq accompanying the patent specification . The said Fig-3 has air ady been

dealt with, in the arguments There js . thus, no inventive step in claim 10.

Arguments or the Res pondentM t't Inven'ClvR

57 The respondent did not comnient or touch upon the contentions and

arguments of the applicant on claim I and 2, as far as the UK court is

concerned-The applicant submitted that this amounts to the adm
i ssion that claims 1

ariC 2 are obvious and do not involve an tnventivC step.

58 The respondent submitted that claim 3 and 12 are not obvious. The

respondent argued that this is a classic case of hindsight to suggest that it is

obvious icr a wind turbine to stay connected to the network without emitting power

In order to ascertain inventive step in a claim a h
indsight view is not allowed. Thus.

common general knowledge. The applicant
claim 3 and 12 are not obvious over 

suomitted that the analysis of the inventive step was not done in hindsight, but in

viCW of the state of Inc- art at the priority i.e 1997 II has already been shown in the

arguments that in 1997, although it was not common general knowledge that LVRT

is implemented on wind energy systems. the same was highly expected and

obvious step because the size of the wind energy systems were increasing

substantial ly
 around 1997 Beyond a certain size (for eg 50MW). every power plant

has to conform to grid codes which makes It mandatory that such power plants

remain connected to the grid, without emitting power. during faults.

59 It was. thus, submitted that as a concept. implementation of LVRT on wind

energy systems was obvious. This was all that was required to be shown in view of

the claims of the impugned patent because the said concept was only claimed and

disclosed in the specification. There was no description supportIng the actual
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execution of the concept, as to what measures, a skilled person has to lake in order

to impIeflCni the concept on wind turbines.

INSUFFICIENCY OF DESCRIPTION

50	
It was subrnifled claims of the impugned patent are not sufficiently fairly

supported by the descript ion
 and thus. the impugned patent must be revoked upd.

Section 64(1)()

2 is not Sufficiently Suppo
rted by the desEfiplion

61	 It was pointed out that claim 

Claim 2 talks about reduction in power emitted when the network 'ioflage falls below -

This would be unusual for a skilled person because it is always
a predefined value. 

desirable to tncrease the power supply if the network voltage falls below a

predefined value (P31 Thus, if the inventor is trying something n e unexpected

proper support in the spectficatton is all the more mandatory It was submitted that

the same is not found in the description.

62	
Firstly, the point P3 is not even disclosed in the impugned patents Pig.3 It is

only when help is taken from the European publication of the corresponding

application, that the position of P3 is understood For the purpose of the present

case, only Indian specifictition has to be considered which is insufficient

53 Secondly, the mpugned specification gives a description that is contrary to

the claim 2 Attenticfl was i nvted to page 32 last paragraph and page 33 first few

Imes . which indicate that network fluctuations occurring due to large amounts of

power being drawn by the consumers, can lead to a low voitage situation Ii is

disclosed that in case of such a reduction in voltage the wind power installation

according to the Invention can teed an increased amount of electrical power Into the

network and in that way it can compensate for voltage fluctuations It is very clear

that the above 
teaching is contrary to what is claimed in clam 2 This will confuse a

person ordinarily skilled in the art. Thus. clairn 2 
is not sufficiently and fanly

described in the specification to enable a skilled person to work the invention

The above reasoning. consequently. applies to all the claims dependent o'

claim 2 The arguments also apply to claim 9 whicfl is an apparatus to perform" thu

method il l claim I or 2
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64	 It was pointed out that cla im 3 is also not sufficiently and fairly supported by

pecification As has been discussed earlier claim 3 is talking
the description in the s 

aoout a situation where the network 
voltage increases beyond Unlax or aecreases

below Umin. wherein the wind energy system is operated (ie stays connected)

without any power being emitted to the network. It was submitted that though this

techniquSS is known for conventional generators it has been merely disclosed as

concept in the specification. The concept itself has been shown to be obvious

However, 
even assumincJ for a moment, without conceding. that the concept is nonç\/

obvious, a person ordinarily skilled in the art will not find the description.s'uffi&eflt to

implement the same technique on a wind power installation There wo
. dan -

undue burden on the skiUed person to work the invention according to claim 3
77 -

65	
In this regaid, the attention was invited to page 73 of the revocation

9. v,here the issue of insufficiency of description as to EP '564
application Pa ra 19 

Patent (having claims identical to clatm 3 and related claims of the impugned patent)

was taken up Para 201, elaborately deals with the technical difficulty posed with

mplementing LVRT. the technique in
claim 3 of the impugned patent, on a wind

j

energy system The UK court observed that the control system faces a lot of

difficulty and challenges to momentarily manage the power, according to rapid

voltage fluctuations, especially in the cases where voltage fails rapidly Yet, there is

no assistance to the ordinarily skilled person as to how,
	 hS to be achieved

66 It was pointed out by the applicant that the UK court, relying on the expert

(Dr Taylor) of the patentee. who stated that implementing LVRT on a wind turbine is

a highly advanced and technical job. concluded in pars 203, at page 73 and 74, that

the description is insulficient Thus, it was submttCd ihat claim 3. along with the

atus claim 12. are not sufficiendy and fairly
entire dependant claims and appar 

supported by the description in the specification.

67	
Arguments by the respondent on InsufficienCY

tt was pointed out by the applicant thaI, a perusal of pages 15-17 of the

counterStatemt would show that the respondent did not make any specific



contentions with regard to insufficiency of disclosure for claim 2 Thus, it is admitted

that otaim 2 and all related claims are not supported by the description

68 
The attention was invited to page 15 of the counterstatem&it. Para 9 2

where the respondent contended that a skilled person Would know that the wind

turbine has to be controlled in a fast and quick way in order to feed in AC at 50

6GHz to the network The respondent stated that the control of the wind turbine is

disclosed in figure 2. The respondent contended that figure 4 explains 'the general

structure of feeding electrical energy into the grid The control is performed O

means of the microprocessor 20, which receives the voltage U and ireqhci Of

the converted three phases to perform the control function

59 
The applicant submitted that it is not denied that the skilled person wautd

know that the control niust be performed urgently, The case of the applicant, rather

is that the respondent had failed to disclose how' such a control is to be performed

knowing that the same has to be done in a fast and quick way in response to rapid

voltage fluctuations

70 The respondent has stated at paragraph 8 3 and 8 4. at page ii of The

counterstatenle m
, that wind energy systems are different from other conventional

power systems Thus, it is clear that the 'generally known' control structure 
Will not

apply 
to wind energy systems, as stated by the respondent above. The specification

dscloSeS, as has been admitted by respondent at paragraph 92 of the

countemStatenent. merely generally known control structure' or 'general structure of

feeding electrical energy into the grid'.

71 Toe applicant has always contended that the description is insufficient

becauSC the implementation of LVRT technique has not been enabled by the

description which puts undue burden on the skilled person to work the nventiofl

72 The attention was invited to page 15 of the counterstakme
nt Para 9 3

where the respondent had cited a textbook titled Grid Integration of Wind Energy

Conversion Systems of Siegfned Heler (Annexure-A) as an evidence to state as ;o

what a skilled person is capable of doing with regard 10 
connection of wind ener9

syste l y, to a grid
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73 It was submitted by the applicant that all that the above said textbook

teaches is that wind turbine may be integrated with the grid using certain types o

ectthers. iriveriCis and controllers The same elements have long been known and

nave no relevance to the present issue- Howeve r, the issue here is, whether a

skilled person would be able to execute those method steps (in 
0 quick and fast

way) over a wind turbine, in situation of voltage fluctuations as dawned If the

description is insuff
icient, a skilled person may stilt make use of common general

Knowledge to make the wind turbine as claimed but that also 
is not possible here

Hence, the claimed subject mater is not sufficiently and fairly supported by the
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specification	 /

ON CLAIM AMENDMENTS

The attention was invited to page 54 of the counterstatemem of the

respondent. where the proposed claims were attached as AnnexureB

It was pointed out that proposed claims 'I, 2 and 9 are substantially the

same as respective granted claims- The only difference is the last phrase i a.

whereby the power will be further 
continuously reduced according to a curve

describing the relationship between the power and the network vottage

75 
AL the outset it was submitted that the expression according to a curve

describing the relationship between the power and the network voltage' does not tall

inolly within the scope of the granted claims, which is a requirement under Section

59, whose last few lines read as ihat any claim of the specification as amended

would not tall wholly within the scope of a claim of the specification before the

amendment Thus proposed claims 1. 2 and 9 ought to be rejected on this ground

alone

713 It 
was pointed out that proposed claim 9 and 12 also contain specific network

voltage values. UI and U3. which neither fall wholly within the scope of granted

claims, nor are disclosed in the complete specification- Thus, proposed claims 9 and

12 ought to be rejected tinder -section 59.
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77 Further, proposed claim 3 specifically talks about network voltage nominal

value which has not been substantially disclosed in the specification Thus

proposed claim 3 ought to be rejected under Section 59

78 Without prejudice to the above, it was submitted that the additional phrase in

claims 1 
and 2, 9. as mentioned above, is further clarifying the"functional'

relationsh ip
 between power and voltage, which is depicted by a curve It is natural

that the said curve is the graph in Fig,3 at page 43 of the petition This has already

been dealt with, while discussing granted claims 1, 2 and 9 Furthe
r , this does'ñot

add anything inventive to the granted claims. Thus, proposed claims 1,2 pnd9

ought to be rejected as obvious and not involving an inventive step N,
79 Further, proposed claIm 3 does not involve an inventive step To the extent

the 'network voltage nominal value', as pointed out under section 
59 objection,

makes sense, there is nothing inventive added to the granted claim 3 by the

additional phrase, with the predetermined maxulitim nevork voltage value.(Umax)

being greater than the network voltage nominal value and the predetermined

minimum network voltage value (Umin) being less than the network voltage nominal

value Re additional phrase merely clarifies that Uma< and Urnin as found n the

granted claim, have a nominal voltage value in between them However the scope

of claimed method does not change because, the method slops (staying connected

without emitting power) are executed only when voltage value goes beyond Umax

and below Umin, which is true for granted as well as proposeD claims

80	
It was. thus, submitted that the arguments made for granted claim 3 hold

good for the proposed claim 3 as well. Thus, proposed claim 3 does not involve an

inventive step

It was pointed out that the above is true for proposed claim 12 also, which is

an apparatus claim for method in claim 3

Thus it was submiDed that the proposed claims 1 2, 3. 9 and 12, must oc

rejected on the preliminaryground under Section 59. In the alternative, they may be

rejected on merits as above stated

EXPERT EVIDENCE OF THE APPLICANT
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91 The attention was invited to page 35 of the reply to counterstatement. where

the applicant had relied on affidavit one Mr. Dilip TrasL On page 36, Para 2-3. he

states that he is an ciectrical engineer, with Masters Degree and 34 Yeats of

exper ience On page 37. pare 11. he states that proposed claims	
2, 3. 9 and 12

tre not sufficiently supported by the specificationi  because the disclosure would not

enable him to work the invention

82	 The a
ttention was drawn to page 69 of the reply to counterstatement where

an affidavit of one Mr. Dinesh Kumar Jam was relied UOfl by the applicant In pares

2-3. page 69. he states that he is an electrical engineer, with 23 years of experience

of working in the electrical engineering field. Attention was invited to page 79 of the

reply to counter statement. where the said expert had dealt with obviousness in the

proposed claims by the respondent. He had stated at Para 30. page 79, that

proposed claim 1 is obvious over common general knowledge . His opinion is the

same for claim 2 on page 82. claim 3 on page 85 and all the other related claims of

the impugned patent.

Finally the applicants counsel ended his arguments with the prayer Ihat as

vie i
mpugned patent does not have any inventive step, the same may be revoked.

Respondents arguments

83	
The respondent with the MP No.60 of 2010 had 

Chailenged Mr. Yogesh

Me-bras compe
tency to depose such an affidavit and as such nsa no locus Slandu

to initiate revocation action on behalf of Enercon (India) Limited The board alter

considering the mscelianeOus petition, the rejoinder and after hearing on 24th July

2010, decided to dispose of the matter along 'with the other rnatl&S of the main

oe-tttiOn Further the Madras High Court had also directed the board to consider the

issues raised in the miscellaneous petition along with the revocation application

Therefore, we request the Board to decide the locus standit issue along with the

other grounds of the revocation petition based on our submissions made in the

M P No 60 of 2010, the rejoinder and the arguments made by the senior counsel on

24th July 2010

Without prejudice to the above, the respondent herewith submits as follows

84	
The applicant had filed the revocation petition on the following grounds.

I Claims 01 the patent are anticipated
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2. Claims of the patent are obvious

Complete specification does not sufficiently and fairly describe the invention

Claims do not clearly deflfle the scope of the invention

85 SUMMARY OF INVENTION

'959) discloses an invention whereirfheteJ5
The Indian Patent 197959 (IN 

no need to disconnect wind energy system when the 
network voltage ]s

outside predetermined Limits, e.g. during a heavy Load condition 
3 high

generation output condition or during a fault condition instead, the wnd

energy system can remain connected without any real power being emitted

Jo the electrical network.

By remaining connected, in spinning reserve" mode the wind energy

System will be able to emit power to the network substantially

i nstantaneous l y once the voltage returns to being within the predetermined

limits, without having to restart which may take several minutes

Wind Turbines reducing their real power output to an 
i nsignificant amount

during a fault could be valuable 35 this would free up capacity for reactive

power export during the fault. This allows the turbines to he grid code

compliant which requires the turbine to export maximum reactive power

during a fault.

IV	
The patent refers to the wind turbine rernatnhc connected to the network

This means that the turbine is fully operational 	 and is electrically connected

to the network through its power electronic nrerfaCe. It also refers to the

turbine remaining in operation.

86
CONVENTIONAL GENERATION AND WIND-POWER GENERATION

1. Conventional power generation is provided by large synchronous generators

(Figure 1) The grid 
codes, both in the UK and elsewhere. are drafted

bearing in mind the capabilities of such generators In a conventional

generator, a plant operator can simply decide tO run the generator when 
tflC

load is high and switch it off, or reduce the output, during times of low loads

As no fuel, or a reduced amount of fuel, is being used when the generator 
is

Ott 
or its output reduced this does not waste the resource In aoCitiOr

conventional gene rat
ion usually (flakes use of a stockpile of fuel which ca

be fed at a steady, increased or reduced rate to meet the demands at that

time.

r
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2 By contrast, wind power utilises relatively small asynchronous generators

tF.Qure 2), in most cases The power source (i.e the wino) 
is intermittent

and cannot be stored The generators must be located in a windy location

which is usuall
Y remote from the load! It is impossible to increase tne output

of a wind turbine beyond the power available from the wind at the time. The

natur fluctuationS
 in wind speed mean that there is an uncontrollable

amount of power available from the "fuel" The need to provide a controllable

power output means it is necessary to account for these fluctuations Wino

power is viewed as "nondisPatChab" in the sense that one cannot simply

demand a certain power output and expect this demand 10 be met.

3 As. in 'particular in 199 7
, the majority of wind turbines wefe asynchronous

(induction) generators it was and still is a great challenge for wind turbines

to meet grid code requirements in additio n ,addition as the overall contribution of

ly is small, the effect that controlling wind
wind to the national power supp 

power can have on the network is small Further, compared to conventional

generation, wind turbines have low inertia and are therefore moi'I$W'iSitiVC

to power swings than conventional generators

87	 MINDSET OF THE WINO INDUSTRY

a The idea of controlling frequency and voltage in power systems was well

known before 1997. However, wind power brought a different set of

problems and constraints and a different set of opportunities for solving

them The underlying physics of how voltage and frequency are

i
nfluenced in a power system has remained unchanged since the first

AC power systems However, wind energy systems were a new

technology being connected to these power systems Wind energy

systems behave differently and interact with the power system in a

different way to conventional generation.

b. The main question in the wind industry at that time was how wind power

could be designed and operated to have a minimum detrimental impact

on the power system This mindset was partly due to the lack o

experience in this area, and partly due 
to the low numbers of relatively

low capacity wind farms connected to the power system The question of

used to support the nerwork was several years

how wind power can be sponse to voltage fluctuations on the network
away The industry's re 



was simply to disconnect

o Once the hurdle of the disconnect mindset is overcome the skilled

reader of Patent 959 can appreciate the s i gnificant advantages, for

network operation, arising from remaining connected without any power

being emitted to the network. First, the wind energy system according to

the invention wUl be able to emit power to the network substantially

tnstaiitafleOUSl'i once the voltage returns to being within the

predetermined limits, that is without having to restart the wind energy

system which takes time The network will benefit because if the wind

turbine remains connected during the fault condition of the network and

reduces its real power to an insignificant value (for protecting the wind

turbine against damage and for minimising the amount of real power

which is submitted to the fault, for exarnpe in case of short circuiting) it

will also be able to export reactive power which wU support the network

through the disturbance. The advantag e of exporting reactive power iS

that it can reduce a voltage drop in the network caused by a fault in the

network The export of real power quickly tIn milliseconds) after the

disturbance in the network has passed is vital to network recover! . It is

during this very short period alter the fault is removed that the network

suddenly experiences the lull network toad demand and is ihe yefore al

its most vulnerable to collapse.

88
	 TEACHING OF INDIAN PATENT 197959

a In 1997, it could take a wind turbine up to 5 minutes' to reconnect

foltowtng a switch off This is a 'black star!", I e stanifl9 from a stationary

position When considering a wind
farm however the time to

reconnectio n
 could be increased still further as the turbines "',ould

probably be reconnected gradually to avoid voltage quality problems

Therefore it could take up to half an hour [0 get a whole wind farm back

on line and exporting rated power. Using the technology described in the

patent, reconnection is not required and it would take mere seconds to

reach full power output from a "spinning reser?& state This is because

the t echnology described simply reQuIres solid state switch (IGP_T

control This solid state switch control can be carried out in the klz

region and therefore can be controlled in under a second
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ii

The ability to i
ncrease power output quickly is beneficia

l in tvIO ways

One is from the perspective of the wind farm owne( and the other from

the perspective of the electrical network operator The wind farm owner

will benelit from reduced loss of energy yield from the wind turbines, and

nue when the voltage temporarily moves outsde limits The
hence 

rid turbine remains
r.etwork operator will benefit because if the wi

connected and can reduce its real power to an insignificant value it will

I support me network
also be able to export reactive power 

which wit

through the disturbance. The export of real power quickly After the

disturbance
 has passed also supports network recovery- 	 Y1'

o In 1997
, It is counter intuitive to consider staying connected0

t	-

network under fault conditions In 1997, the eIectriCit ncustry WA—more

concerned with making sure the wind farm disconnecte
d as soon as a

fault occurred With so few wind farms of sucn small capacities it would

have been extremely hard for the skilled Person to see the value of

remaining connected In 1997 staying connected would have beer'

ork support because of the size of the wind
insignificant in terms of netw 

farms and the low voltage level they were connected at.

89 CLAIM AMENDMENTS

a Respondent had filed revised claims 1
,23,9 & 12 with the counter

statement The Applicant argued that revised claims are not allowable in

view of the provisions of Sectio n 59 since the

d claim or describe matter not in substance
.SpeCificatiofl as amende 

disclosed in the specification before the amendment

.The amended claims do not tall wholly within the scope of the claims

prior to amendment

b Respondent submit that revised claims are fully in compliance with

section 59 of the Patents AGI. section 59 states that not in substance

disclosed or shown in the specification", The revistoflS made in the

claims are clearly shown in the origina l Fig- 3 and disclosed irt the

corresponding description
 on pages 8 & 9 of the specification No new

matter has been added in the revision carued out in the claims

C 
Fudher, the revised claims in no way widens the scope of the original



claims In fact the revised claims only provides explanation for better

clarity We, 
therelOre, request the Board tO allow the revised claims

which have been made by way 01 explanation

90	 ANTICIPATION

Law of Anticipati o n To establish anticipation based on what was known

it must be shown that in some prior publicaO
before the priority date of the claim 

there is to be found informa
t
ion about the alleged i nventlOfl equal for the

practical utility to that given by the patent suit. 	
&

To anticipate a patent, a prior publication or activity must contain thole

Of 
the invention impugned, i e all the features by which the particular claim attacked

is limited
e a claim it must contain dear and unmistakable

For a document to anticipat 

or iher must be evidence that carrying out what
directions to the claimed invention

was suggested in the document inevitably resulted in the claimed invention. The

clear and unmistakable direction must amount to an enabling disclosure. (Pars 16-

41. Patent Law, P NaraVanan fourth edition)

91	
US PATENT 551 Automatic voltage and V AR control io power and

transmission and distribution networks

This patent describes an automatic control system which switches capacitors

into or out of the new;oik in order to maintain customer voltages above the minflium

limit of 114 volts. Network voltages are measured in multiple locations and a

predetermined combination of capacitors is identified and switched into or out of the

network Capacitors produce reactive power so switc hing a capacitor into a network

,, 1 11 tend to raise the voltage in its immediate ne p :ork proximity. The object of US

561 patenUis to save energy through transmitting power at the lowest voltage

possible and by compensating for voltage drops loca l ly through the use of power

factor correction capacitors.

92 This patent has nothing to do with wind power or rrnaming connected and

supporting the network under fault conditions When network vol
tages amp

sgnihcanUy rho capacitors in this invention would no 10"'Gerprovide any meaningiut

reactive power and would therefore be useless. Capacitor switching provides a
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discrete amount of reactive po'her and therefore this system provides a much more

coarse degree of voltage control than that achievable using power electronics Care

must be taken regarding the point on wave that capacitors are switched to avoid

t ransients and damage to the capacitors which means that rapid switching is not

possible Power electronic control would be much caster Patent 959 is

oredomlnantl 'I about teal power control whereas the cited patent is focused on

reactive power control.
This patent does not seem to be relevant to a wind turbine remaining

connected to the grid and emitting no real power in order to support the network

under fault conditions and therefore US 561 patent do not discloses the 1Ie?chfl9 of

the patent IN 959.

93	
US PATENT 773 control system for controlling a wind turbine

This patent describes a distributed approach to wind turbine control. The

main object of the patent is to overcome the problems associated with a centralised

control system The proposed system uses multiple i rucroprocessors each with their

own defined area of control responsibility

This patent describes a distributed control approach 
for wind turbines The

system does not contain a power electronic convener The areas that are relevant to

patent IN gsg are the generator control functions. However this section teaches that

the wind turbine would disconnect the wind turbine in the event of a disturbance.

This, although consistent with the prevailing mindset, is the opposite of the teaching

of patent IN 959 and therefore do not disclose the teaching in patent 959

94	
US PATENT 729 protecting apparatus for secondary excitation type

variable speed ac generatorlmotot

This patent describes a protection system which can be applied to AC

generators and motors It refers to AC motors or generators where the primary

winding is connected to the power system and the secondary winding is connected

to a power electronic converter The system detects an over voltage or over current

on the secondary winding and then operates.

For faults in the power converter itself the protectiOn syMeniS disconnects

the generator/moto r from the network. For faults on the network the protection

Iiiii
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system.attemPts to limit the over current to perm i t the generatOrtn0t0t to operate

continuouslY until the electric power system recovers from trouble

This patent therefore addresses a similar area to that of patent 959 but is

different in a number of i mportant areast

95 The patent is not concerned with wind turbines and does not suggest that it

is advantageous for wind turbines 10 
operate in this manner Therefore this palflL

would not overcome the mindset step change that is provide 0 by patent 959 /

to the

96	 When 0
nsidering wind turbines, the challenge of remaining conilCClCd 

ork under thou 
conditioflS is made much more onerouS clue to tile fact that heii

nei 

	 -

The nctinh oitage k aepressed the ability to cxpofl reul power is diminished but

ineehttniea t
 power is still being provided from the blades. Patent 729 does not deal

with this. TI-ia patent does not suggest that the real power would be controlled to

zero during the network disturbance as taught by patent 959

97

	

	
The purpose of the patent is not to support the network during disturbances

until the electric power system
as is the case in patent 959 but merely to wait 

recovers from trouble
Therefore this patent does not disclose the teaching of patent IN 959 We

therefore, submit that none of the above cited prior art documents anticipates each

and 
every element of the claimed invention of IN 759

98 OBVIOUSNESS

tfully submit that there is no teaching or suggestion
The Respondent respec 

I !,
, any of the cited document to combine the cited document to arrive the invention

ctaimed in IN 959

g	us PATENT 039 Variable speed wind turbine

dThis patent describes a variable speed win turbine arrangement with 
:WO

nducti0 genelOtors each with an active rectifier and inverter It describes how me

power Factor and torque of the wind turbine car, controlled and mentions a

number of parameters that are sensed suc
ri as pitch angle, generator rotational

snued stator currents and the voltages of the output eteciricity

7
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100	 it also describe s
 a total harmonic distortion control function that minimises

power quality disturbances which may be caused by power converters and also

states that this reduces switching losses as it is carried oul to minimise inc number

of switchiil9 cper3UO5 taken

twork faults or disturbances it does not
This patent does not discuss ne 

nomeflttpo
mention what happens when the voltage is severely depressed. TherejS 

of remaining connected to the network but emitting no real power. Therefore this

natent do not disclose the teaching of patent IN 959

101 US PATENT 427 Static Reactive power Compensator

This patent describes a static reactive power compensator as an apparatus

and method for
compensating a polyphase electrical power supply for reactive

power toads This is a form of F ACTS device . The patent does not mention wind

turbines or	
fainis or real power control

This device IS aimed at assisting with network voltage control unde
r normal

conditions. This is a power electronic based reactive power compensation device

which is not suitable for use in a wind turbine and cannot control real power It is

more sophisIicat than the capacitor switching patent uS 561 as it would be faster

and would offer a finer degree of control however it suffers from the same problems

as capacilors in that its ability to provide reactive power d
iminishes as the voltage

be effective when the voltage drops severely
drops This means that it 'nauld not 

such as during fault conditions

a wind turbine rema ining connected to the grid
This patent is not reVaflt to 

and emitting no real power in order to Support the
	 under fault conditionsnetWO 

and therefore this patent do not discloses the teaching n patent IN 959

102 
NPL - Document "Power Control for Wind Turbines in Weak Grids"

1997
This NPL - document discusses how to overcome the network constraints

expenence d
 by wind farms connected to weak networks It focuses on a particular

wind farm It considers the following opilons. odd
wind farrrl in treland. ronaiaght 
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energy, applicatio n of energy storage, load
re iniorcement. dissipatio n of wind 

rnanagenlent and reactive power control.

This NPL - document refers to the dissipatio n of power for voltage control

The NPL document also relates to the idea of pump storage, which was an

understood and common technique The NPLDOCLImen1 discussed grid

reinforcement as a method of improving weak systems. However, this would mean

using conductors with a larger cross sectiona l area wnich is an expensive solution

The NPL - document rules out power fac
tor control as an unec000mlcat7

option and considers load control but rules it out because no suitable odal loads

could be found	 $

103 The document does not discuss whether wind turbines in the project have

power electronics
 and it says that the wind farm is run at 0 95 power factor lag 1 he

document does not explain how it reduces the wind farm output power This could

be achieved through pitch control, dump loads, switching off turbines or power

electronic control The most likely method is to dump some of the power from the

r uses the term 'dissipate' This suggests that the
wind turbines because the paoe 

d in a dump resistor and is
electrical power is produced but that it is dissipate 

therefore not emitted to the network. This is different to patent 959 where powe'

reduction is achieved through power electronics control Using a power electronic

converter allows the power to be reduced more rapidly and with a finer degree of

control

104 The NPL . document does not state that the power output is reduced to zero

and is therefore different to patent 959. t believe the NPL - document refers to

dumping a fraction of the power output of the wind turbine This is 
supported by the

fact that the document states that the VCU only dissrpates 2000MWh in a yeai

Under normal conditions reducing the power output to zero and remaining

connected is not part icularly attractive it would be easier to lust disconnect

105 The NPL document is not related to 959 as it refers to power reduction 0'

uibations in voltage and it refers to standard induction generators without
smali pert 

power electronic conveners
refers o large voltage disturbances caused by

faults and it refers to reducing the power out put to 
art 	 value . For the



above reasons the inventio n claimed in claims of IN 959 is not obvious when the

cited documents considered alone or in combulation

106 Sufficiency of Complete Specification

The applicant while arguing for the ground of obviousnes
s has taken the

stand that it is obvious for a person skilled in the art to arrive at the claimed
the Applicant takes a "U turn

nventlOfl Whereas for the ground of insufficiency1 

and argues that a person skilled in the art will not be able to work the invention from

the description provided n the complete speciflcatiofl. It is clear that the applicant

taieS two contradicting stand according to his own convenience Respondent

submitted that" the complete specifiosUon is addressed to a person skilled in the an

and not to a lay man. Therefore, the information provided in the specification is more

than sufficient for a person skilled in the art to work the invention The applicant has

failed to establish this ground of revocation.

107 Scope of the claims are not clear 	
I

The applicant had mainly objected to claim 3 under this ground In vi&Of

tue revisions made In claim 3, this objection should be withdrawn

,108 UK Decision
Respondent submitted that the UK decision do not constitute one of the

ground for revocatio n
 of Indian patent An Indian Patent can be revoked only on any

of the Patent Act If UK court has decided a
of the grounds specified in Section 6 

particular patent as invalid this does not mean that the corresponding Indian Patent

is automatically invalid It is important to note the documents relied upon by the

Applicant were different from the. documents relied by the UK court We, therefore

submit that the UK decision cannot be the deciding 
factor of the present revocation

proceeding before the Board.
ission5, the respondent request the Board to

In view of the above subm 

dismiss the revocation petition.

109 We have heard the arguments of both the counse l and have gone through

the pleadings and the documents filed in support thereof

110 Person interested

N

V

•1



In this case. the respondent has first raised a question of 
locus slvndi for the

person who has filed the applicatio n for revocation for and on behalf of the

applicants that he is not authorized and is not 
the person tntewstcd to fiie a

revocation petition The respondent has taken the ground that n terms of the

articles of associatio n of the c
ompany , MivOgesh Mehra, the Managing Director

lacks the competence
 to file a revocation application for and on behalf of the

applicants for revoking the patent granted to the respondent as the reliance placed

on the articles of association is wrong and the power is not conferred on him to

execute any suc	
more so when the

	

h legal action, and	
matter is still pending before

The applicant had stated that Mr Yogesh Mehra, being the
the company law board 

d resolution dated 26" April
Managing Director has been authorized by the Boar 

2007 to defend and initiate suits and proceedings on behalf the applicant and that in

terms of the articles of association of the company Mr,YOgeSh Mehra, being the
tute the revocation

Managing Director has the requisite 
locus stanth to file and ins't 

proceedings Appellate Board has the power only 
IC check as to whether the

applicant filing the revocation. namely the applicant company, herein MIS. Eflercon

is a -person interested' oror not according to the A under 
which this

(India) limited:

proceeding has been initiated- 2

111	
Now we wish to point out that this issue of locus standi of Mr Mehra has

0(g) note, The CompaflY Law
already been discussed and decided earlier in Pare 1 

Board having not granted any interim order after 29
.10.2007 and 19.5 2008, as on

date, the Board resolution is valid and 
5 bsistiflg. It has not been set aside or stayed

by any court I j
udicial body. Under these circumstances it cannot be said that Mr

Mehra has no locus or authority to sign the revocation applications on the strength

of the resolution dated 26.4.2007. Miscellaneous Petition 
No.6012010 is therefore

	

suc	
also be held that the applicant compan y is not a

dismissed As	
h it cannot 

person within the meaning of sections 2(1)(s) or 64 of the Act

112 Now we have to see whether the applicant is a person 
i nterested or notto

	

evocation	
According tO section 2(1)( 1 ) of the Act perSO"

tile a	
application 

,ntefl3st'3d is defined as below'

pe,sorl irveresod nc1udes a person engaged in. or u piotnotiflO ,esatth

n the same fe!d as That to which the inverit'Ofl , &ates
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The word or expression 'person interested' appears under sections 25 as

well as 64
 of the Act, dealing with opposition proceedings to the grant o

f patent

before the Controlle r
 and revocation proceedings before this Appellate Board In tact

tfle actions taking place in 
oppos ition proceeding is almost analogou s and smilar to

the revocation proceedings before this Appellate Board, excepting 
for the creatio n or

const i tution of an oppos it ion Board under section 25(3) (b) of the Act, to examine

and submit the recommendation to the Controller who is to hear the opposition

parties As per Patent Law by P. Narayaflan. it could be dearly seen or stated that

there are three grounds upon which the opponent can establish his locus 
Standi to

oppose the grant of patent or to seek the revocation of the patent, which are mainly.

1)
possession of patents in the same field as the invention relateSrN

2)
manufacturing interest relating to a similar product being manufacturedbY

the patentee. and

3) trading interest.

113 In AIR 1983 DELHI 496 Ajay Industrial Corporatio
n Vs. Shiro Kanao of

Ibaraki city, para B in page 496, it Was held that, 'personinterested" must be a

person who has a direct. present and tangible commercial interest which was

injured or affected by the continuance of the patent on the register The ppliC8flt'S

counse l
 stated at the very beginning, that they are the one of the foremost leaders in

ia and they manufacture and install wind turbines all

the wind energy Sectors in Ind 

over India and thus they are an interest person within the meaning of the Section

the Act. In view of this judgment we have to
2(1W0 as well as the Section 64 of 

check and find out whether this applicant is 
3 person interested as per the

requirement of the Act under which these proceedings are taking place

1 ,1 4 
In A1R1983 Delhi 496, Ajay Industrial Corporation Vs. Shiro kanao of

lbaraki City, supra it was held by that 'the 
parser? interested within the meaning of

sect i on 64 muSt he a person who has a direct, present and tangible commercial

iritniosl a, public mt 
west vtitCI1 is injured or eftected by the coflUi''"	

of !hi?

pntufl( on the register

115 In Globe Industries Corporation's patent (1977) R.P.0 563 in the

Supreme Court of Judicature - Court of Appeal. Lord Justice Scarn'iaul
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observed that, 
'whem the statute uses the words any 

person unerestCd the

nudest has to be genuine; the possibility of prejudice has 
to he genuiflO and in

<Jcfttiou and (,,,Il
e Indcpw)dentttY the Court must be satisfied that the oppoSi(°" or

The apphcaUOIl for rev0Cfltt° as the case may he. 's riot a frivolous. vuatlD0S 01

biackrflailiflQ operRuo' -

116 
And in the same case law, Globe industries Corporations patent (1977)

R.P.0 563 in the Supreme 
Court of Judicature - Court of Appeal. Lord Justice

Golf obseed that what an opponent on an apptIcaflOfl for 
reVOCC not has got !O

establish is that there is genuine Interest which may be prejudiced: Of coufS& the

al, not speculatIve or fanciful and it 
must 

D1 a

prospect of prejudice must be 

sent a Commercial interest
propidice to pe.

11 7
 In Mediline A,G'S Patent. (1973) R.P-C 91 before the patents Appeal

Tribunal, Mr.JuStiCC Graham has held that, 
there must be A r&Bl, dehh1iteOd

suhStWilIAt interest to Drove the corntflOrCiCi interest and that it musf be a geflW

inl&reSi There 
must be The existence, or the likelihood of real pioiudiCd

ame analogy here we find that. as regards rSt
118 Therefore applying the s 

ground, there is no evidence before us to show that the applicants are in posseSS0fl

of any patents in the same field. As regards the second ground e . 
MU

UcantS are one of the foremost leaders in the 
winO

manufacturing interest the app 

energy sectors in India and they manufacture and install wind turbines all over India

and this establishes the manufacturing interest. As regards the trading interest.

looking at the ruling of the Solicitor General, Sir Thomas lnskip in Clavel's

application, 45 R.P.0 222 and a previous ruling by Sir Stanley RuckmaSt in

's application 31 R.P,C 40 that 'a trading	
nLItrsl to he effect ive, :s

New Thing 
so,nettllflY tha

be a real, definite and st,bstW1ta interest and must not arise front

the opponent propOS05 to do'

119 Its very cleat that the applicants have been manufaGtu9 and instalkng the

wind turbines shows the trading interest o f the product. too, as a 
person ,nteesWd

in oppQSin9 the grant or revocation of the patent Therefore What an applicant for

revocation of patent. (the applicants herein) has to establish is (hat there 
is a real
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and genuine interest together th a commercial interest, which may be prejudiced

wnen such a patent is granted The applicants have shown that they have been

facturing and instaih9 wind turbines all over India and this 
shows that they

have a real and genuine interest together with a commercial interest in the product. N

view of the above said findings, we find that undoubtedly lot 0$ 
SIam!: Is

neresWd' 1n this
estalIshed by the applicants and they are the person 

ft

b 

sufficientlY meeting the requirement of section 2(1XI) of the Act

120 Common general knowledge

Now we shall see as to whether a common knowledge on the date of the

oaLentee'S claim would amount to anticipation by way of public knowledge

lty or affecting the inventive step. First we should see v/nat is a
destroying the nove 

common general knowledge?

"Criteria for "Common General Knowledge"

It is important to have a clear understand ing of the meaning of the common

it is the background technical nowiCdge available to all in a
general knowledge

out a product development actvt't
paflIC/ar trade whte doing or carrying 

dge as describ!d by Laddie J in 
Raythom

121 
The common general knowle 

CorP's Patents L1B1 RPC 31 at 40, The cOffllflC 
general knowledge Is the

techni cal backcjroUnd of the notional man in the art against which the prior art must

be constdeted it irtdudCS all that material in the Paid he is worktng in Which Ire

knows exists, which he would refer to as a matter of course if he cannot remember it

and which he uncerstands is gene/ally is yarded as suffictefltlY reliable (0 uS 11-5

IJI

foundation for further 
work or to help unaerstad the pleaded pnoi ad This 

doeS

mean that 
ething on the shelf

 tvhlch is capable of being referred to without

difficulty is common general krowictfae nor does it mean that 
every word in a

corn! non (ext book is either- ; the case of standard textbookS II s likely that all or

most of the main text will be common general know(edgC

I

122	 The law as to 
what constitutes common general knowledge is also set out in

the deciSiO of the Court of Appeal in General Tire & 
Rubber Co v Firestone



Tyre & Rubber Co Ltd [19721 RPC 457 at 482-483 and 
adolf y0 hn&Qg10S Inc v

Valmet Paper machinery Inc [19971 RPC 489 at 494495;

InraI Tire vFtSStOflC 
[19721 RPC 457 at 482: U is held, *on the other hand

fferent concePI (Sc (Torn public knoWtedJ&J
common generalnowiedge ,s a di 

derived 1mm a cornmonseflse appmac li to the practical quesliO' O f what would in

fact be know;) to an apprOPiiatCtY skilled addressee - the soø Of ulflfl. good/aIM'S

Job thai could be found in real tile. /

In Beloit v valmet I9971 RPC 489 (CA)). Aldous J held "At the same time the

skilled man should not be taken to represent some sort of lowest common

denominator 
Of perSOfl actually engaged in the field, possessed only of Inc

knowledge and prejudices that all of them can be said to possess
. The common

knowledge of different groups employed on the same tasks in cifferent organizations

is likely to be different, and It is unlikely that the expert witnesses will be truly

representative of the skilled person as not only may they 
b too well qualified but

they will come to the case with personal prejudices 
Of preferences that must be

discounted

123 LuxlflOO tC J. in British Acoustic Films (53 R.P.C,22
1 at 250) stated: fts

not sufficien t to provC corn!1iOI1 
general knowledge that a particlila( clisclOStI ia :5

marie in an etude, or series of articles, in a sc ientific 
Journal- no matter how wide the

circulation of that journal may be, in the absence of any evidence that the disclosure

relates A piece of peiflicular knowledge CS 
disclosed in a scientific paper does nc;

become common general owledge merely because it is wi
	 read. and still less4ely

because ills widely circulated Such a pleoC of knowledge only becomes genera!

it is genet1tY known and accepted without question b
knowledg& when	

y the bulk of

those Whoare engaged in the particular a; in other words when it becomes patt of

their common stock of owledge relatin
g to the art.'

he Court of Appeal in Be loit

124 'fflfl 
coned exolanaUOn was given by t 

Technologies Inc V Valmet Paper machinery Inc (1997) RPC 489 at pages 494-

"The 1nfcinl'ltiOfl in a patent spethftcatiOl is addressed to such a 1011 r: uric

for him to understand and apply The 
invention it

must contain sufficient details 

la	
/s obvious to such a rna tt 1oloW that evidence that

	 a

cks a ll ,nventlVC step if it 



fact is known or even wefl-kilOWt) to a witness does not establish that fact forms part

Of rho common general knowledge- Neither does it follow that it will form part of the

commuO gemWi at knowledgO if it is recorded in a docurrloflt

25 in ICI Chemica l
s & Polymers Ltd., Vs. Lubrizol Corps, 45 IPR 577

Emmett J stated, 
the common general nowtedCie is the technical backcJrOtJtld to

the hyp0theliC tl skilled worker in the retovWlt an ,.but also i,icltid&S the matwial in

the field it" which he is 
working which he knows exists and to which he would ref&41-

uS a ,nattet of course

126 Thus f Fern the above cases, common general knowledge 
IS the common

knowledge in the field to which the invention relates It is generally knoar

common knowledge and regarded as a good basis for further research activity by

becomes part of their common stock of
those engaged in that art before it 

knowledge relating to the art, and jhen becoming part of the common general

knowledge Therefore it means the information which at the date of the patent in

question is known and accepted without question by those who are engaged in the

an or science to which the alleged invention relates it would also appear therefore

that when it is a question of common generalknowledge i.e. Knowledge available in

a country for a long time which everf skilled worker in that field is, expected to

know Then such knowledge would be sufficient to invalidate a patent Again such

knowledge need not even be found in a particular document . In other words a patent

application has to be accessed on the basis of not only what will be available from

prior documents but also from the common general knowledge on the subject, with

may or may not be available in any such document. It can he taken as a well settled

principle, that the common general knowledge is a knowledge that must be

attributed to a skilled person, without which he may not be taken to be a skilled

person in the art. Therefore it is a knowledge that every skilled person should

aceune before he embarks on the problem for which the patent provides the

solution A patent can therefore be taken to be addressed to the skilled addressee,

someone skilled in the subject matter of the invention It is also important to

a i
fierentiate between matter which was in the public domain at the priority date of

arded as coinmoil general
the patent and matter which can properly be reg 
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knowledge Evidence that a particular fact is known or even wefl-kfloWfl to a witness

does not mean that it is common general knowledge. Likewise. a piece of

not become common general
nformation disclosed in a scientific paper does 

knowledge merely because it is widely read. On the other hand, it 
is not necessary

to show that the information
 is known in the sense that the skUed person has

memorized it Material which is known to exist and to which the skilled person would

refer as a matter of cOurSC if he cannot remember it is clearly pan of the common

general knowledge

127 Skilled person in the art

A patent specification IS addressed to those likely to have a practical interest-A
invention, and such persons are those with pra

in the subject matter of the	
ctical

knowledge and experience of the kind of work in which the 
invention is intended to

the specification with the common general
be used The addressee reads 

e relevant art. He is unimaginative and has no
knowledge of persons skilled in th 

inventive capacity So a patent must be considered through the 
CC5 of the notional

person skilled in the afl The notional skilled person' who is the addressee of the

specificatio n i
s normally described in various ways for various purposes The skilled

person is essentially a legal construct, and not a mere lowest common order of all

the persons engaged in the art at a particular time

128 T
he patentee shall disclose all the features of the invention in the

specification, without 
any ambiguity, in return to the exclusive monopo ly right which

is granted to him. A patent can be granted only when all the three following criteria

are satisfied or complied with, They are,

a New and useful
In Inventive step or nonobviOUSne5S
a Capable of industria l application

129	
The first criterion is the novelty of the product which is to be patented

Novelty ts not defined in the Indian law, but the 'invention' and 'inventive step are

defined as below under section 2(1)(j) and 2(1) (Jo) of the Act respectively:

(j) Invention means a new product or process involving an 
i nventive steO

and capable of industrial application;*

(A) "inventive step' means a feature of an invention that involves teChhliCcl1
knowledge 01 having economic

advance as compared to the existing 
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si
gnificance 01 both and that makes the invention not obvious to a person

skilled in trio art

130 The applicants have argued by referring to US patents 5422561( in rspCCt

of claims 1 and 2 ) 4812729 (in respect of claims 3,5 and 1), 5278773( 
fl respect

of cla ims 3,6 and 7) 
and us patents 5093039 and 5187427 together with a NPL

cocument against obviousness and lack of inventive step and we consider only

de before us relying on the specific grounds taken by them
those arguments ma 

131 The appellants have taken the grounds of novelty, obviOUSflCSS and

i nsufficiency of disclOSU r
B and also analysing the respondents UK appl ication and

the judgeme nt of the High Court of Justice, Chancery Division. Patents Court, UK

vide order dated 14.11 2007 (hereinafter referred to as the UK judgement).

132 The best-known statement of status and function of claims In a patent

Electric and Musical
specillcaUOfl is given by Lord Russell of Killowen in 

Industries Ltd v LisSCfl Ut! (1938) 
56 RPC 23, 39: "The function of the claims is to

define clearly and with precision the monopoly claimed so that others rna'J know the

exact boundary of the area within which they will be trespassers Their primanl

object is to limit and not to extend the monopOlY. What is not claimed is disclaimed,

The claims must Undoubted l
y be read as part of the entire document and not as a

separate document but the forbidden field must be found in the language of the

claims and not elsewhere

133 The novelty as per the reported case laws could be defined as below'

An invention shall be taken to be

1. New if it does not form part of the state of the an or the available prior

art
2 The state of the art in the case of an invention shall be taken to comprise

all matter (whether a product, or a Process. 
information about either, or

fore the 
priority dale of that

anything else) which has at any time be 
invention been made available to the public (anywhere in the world) by

written or oral description, by use or in any other way

I
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134 The law of novelty is concisely stated by Lord 
Hoffm ann in SrnitPiklinC

Beecharn plcS 
(ParOXetltIC MethafleSult0flc1t Patent 

120053 UKHL 5(R0Q]

RPC 10 In summary. and for present pufpOSCS

There are two requirements for anticipatiOn which is very important to

consider separate. (a) disclosure and (b) enabtement.

ç2) So far as the disclosure is concerned the prior art must disclose

subject matter which, if performed would necessarily result in an

infringement of the patent.

135 The law of novelty was again explained by the House of Lords in Syntho"

v, SrnithkliflC 
Beecham (2005) UKHL 59; [2006] RPC 323 the specification should

meet two requirements. First, the matter relied upon as prior art
	 disclose

subject matter which. 
if 	 would necessafl iy result in an infringement of the

st have been enabllng. that is to say the ordinary
patent Second that disclosure mu 

skilled person woutd have been able to perform the invention if he attempted to do

se by 
ustng the disclosed matter and the common general knowledge

136 We feel it is very peinent to rely upon the equally well-known statement 
OF

Lord Westbury in Hills V. Evans (1862)4 Do G.F. & , j . 288 at 301:

The intorrnatioil 
given by the pnor puhhcclbo° rut/SI, for the purposeS (

practical utlIi, be equal to that given by the sijbseQtieIt patent.

137 We quote here the judgment of the Sachs Li with the classic statement

in General Tire, [1972] RPC 457 at p.485:

"To determine whether a patentees claim has beer) anticipated by an cadre'

j,uhlicaliOfl It is necessa ry to coniP& the earlier publication with Th

patentee	
cleffn The earlier publication must, for this purpOS9 be

cniterpiOted as at tile, date of its publicatio n- having regard to Ito surround/tiP

circumstanceS winch then existed, and without regard to subseCILiOflI eventS

If the earlier publication, 50 construed. disdoSeS the same device as Ira,

device WhECh the pale utce by his claim, so corisfflJed, assents that he has

invented, the patch ecs claim has been anticipated, but not otUerWiSC

138 in Flouroxidising v Carr ((1908) 25 RPC 428 at 457, line 34 ± approved in

BTH v Metropolitan Vickers 
(1928) 45 RPC I at 24, line 1); (Genera l Tire &

-S
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Rubber Co v Firestone Tyre & Rubber Co Ltd (1972) RPC 857 at 486) It was

held that to prove anticipation -

A sign post. however cleat, upon the roar) to the patentee's invention will not

suffice The prior inventor must be clearly to have shown to have planted his

flag at the precise dest,nat,on before the pat erstee

'H
139 L J Sachs in General Tyre & Rubber Co. Vs. Firestone Tyre Co. (1972)-

RPC 4557 at page 486, held:

'for anticipation to occur the antecedent document Must contain clear and

unmistakable directions to do what the patentee has claimed in the claim

under considerclt'Ofl-

140 There are 14 claims of which 3 claims viz., 1.2,3,9,12 are the independent

claims in which claim 1 is the method claim and 9 & 12 are the apparatus claims to

cam,' out the said method Claims 4 to B are the subordinate claims dependent on

the principal method claim 1 The subordinate claims 10 is dependent on claim 9

The subordinate claim 11 is dependent on method claim 3

141	 The claim 1 reads as below; (as granted)

A method for operating a wind energy system having an electrical generator,

which can be driven by a rotor, for emitting electrica l power to an electrical

network (6) in particular to loads (B) which are connected to this network (6), with

me power which is emitted from the generator to the network 8) being controlled

as a function 01 
an electrical voltage which is present at the network (6), and with

an amount of power which is less than the available generator power from the

wind energy system being emitted for network overvoltage protection.

characterized in that the amount of power which is emitted is reduced even before

a defined maximum network voltage value (UJ IS reached after exceeding a

specific network voltage value (Pt).

142 The applicant referred to the US 'SCi patent which discloses a method for

controlling voltage in power distribution network wherein the voltage deviation is

measured with respect to the predetermined desired voltage range. Further, it is

disclosed that the variation in power generated can bring the secondary voltage

within the predetermined voltage range Further, it s disclosed that in order to
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control the vottzige the energy emission has to be reduced This is exactly what is

being claimed in claim I of the patent. Therefore. US 561 patent specifically

discloses all the features of claim 1 of the impugned patent Hence, the subject

matter of claim 1 stands anticipated The respondent submitted that this Patent--\

describes an automatic control system which switches capacitors into or out of thç

network in order to maintain customer voltages above the minimum limit of I14

volts The object of the US 561 patent is to save energy through transmitting bcer

at the lowest voltage possible and by compensating for voltage drops locally through

the use of power Factor correction capacitors. Hence this patent has nothing to do

with wind power or remaining connected and supporting the network under fault

conditions. \AJhert the network voltage drop significantly the capacitors in this

invention would no longer provide any meaningful reactive power and would

therefore be useless Patent IN 959 is predominantly about real power control

whereas the cited patent is focused 00 reactive power control. Therefore US 551

patent does not disclose the teaching of the patent IN 959. Considering these

arguments we find the impugned patent avoids voltage over fluctuations at the

network point through voltage sensing means so that the power supplied to the

consumer point by the generator can be regulated in dependence on the voltage

sensed by the voltage sensor by usage of power eloclronic controls thus having real

power control compared to the cited US patent which employs basically reactive

power control Hence ,his US '561 patent does not anticipate the impugned patent.

143 Next the applicant has referred to the US '773 patent citing against the claim

3 of the impugned patent. The claim 3 has the inventive features as quoted here

'wind energy system is operated without any power being emitted to the electrical

network when tne network voltage is greater or less than the predetermined network

voltage value, with the predetermined network voltage values being greater or less

than the network voltage nominal value. Reference was there to the US 773 patent

which discloses Ac mains module monitoring the utility grid voltage via potentiai

transformers to provide Ac mains fault output when the utility grid voltage exceeds

the predetermined grid voltage, sending a fault signal whch are processed by the

fault module (FM) to produce to produce a turbine braking signal initiating braking

mechanism on the wind turbine, such that no power is emitted from the turbine to

'k
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the network grid Hence the under voltage and over voltage conditions snow the

predetermined range(Umax or Urnin) to show thus all the features of the ciaim3 are

anticipated and hence the claim 3 is not new. The respondent submitted that this US

773 oatent discloses a distributed control approach for wind turbines whereas in

the impugned patent employs the power electronic converters keeping the main

generator control functions Hence the respondent said that US patent does stand

as the anticipating document From these arguments we find that the claim 3 claims

a wind energy system operating method to keep the wind energy system in

operation without any emission of power to the network grid: that means the wind

energy system remains connected, but because of signal from FM system, the wind

energy system is remaining connected or operated without emission of power. This

particular feature is very clearly illustrated in the US '773 patent in the coL3 lines 55

to 60 That is, how the energy system is operated without any emission of power is

vague and there is no clear supporting description and the claini 12 claims that how

the rotor is remaining connected without emitting power to the grid, probably

connected idly, and this particular feature of the impugned patent In the claim 3 and

claim 12 is clearly anticipated by the particular disclosure in the US '773 patent in

I above said manner In fact this feature is not clearly descnbed in the body of the

specification and so in the absence of clearer supportive description, but with a

claim and description also being vague and not supporting clearly would amount to

hrnac and wide scope such that any thing can prior an which meets or fits with

these features will certainly embrace this invention for anticipation affectin9...te

novelty inevitably.

144 As regards the other citation reference to the US '729 patent by the applicant

and the countering remarks or observations made by the respondent. for faults in

the power converter itself the protection systems disconnects the generator/motor

from the network. For lauRa on the network the protection system attempts to limit

the over current to permit the generator/motor to operate continuously until the

electric power system recovers from trouble. Therefore this US '729 patent

describing a protection system which cart he applied to AC generators and motors

and the system detecting an over voltage or over current on the secondary winding

and then operating a altogether a citation not lit for anticipation consideration

jL
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145 Obviousness

We shall see the claims of the impugned patent with respect to obviousness

or lack of inventive step. A patent will be invalid for lack of inventive step if the

invention claimed in it was obvious to a person skilled in the art having regard to the

state of the art at the priority date. In fact at the date of the patent the us 5083.039

patent (herein after referred to as US '039) are already known 
ID the public

knowledge and the person skilled in the an must be aware of the said patent as they

form part of the prior art. The test to ascertain whether an invention involves an

inventive step is expressed in Haisbury Laws of England as: was it for practical

purposes obvious to the skilled worker, in the field concerned in the stale of

knowledge existing at the date of the patent to be found in the literature then

available to him, that he should or would make the invention the subject of the claim

concerned.' In other words, the question to be answered in determining inventive

step is 'Would a non-inventive mind have thought of the alleged invention?' lithe

answer is 'no'. then the invention is non-obvious. If the patent claimed merely

includes the development of some existing trade, in the sense that it is a

development as would suggest itself to an ordinary person skilled in the art,

fail the test of non-obviousness.

146	 Let us analyze claim 1 and 2 first as regards its inventive features. 	 I	 -

I The main inventive features as claimed in claim 1 are as below -

A method for operating a wind enemy system having an electrical

generator, which can be driven by a rotor, for emitting electrical power to an

electrical network (6), in particular to loads (8) which are connected to this

network (5), with the power which is emitted from the generator to the

network (6) being controlled as a function of an electrical voltage which is

Present at the network (6), and with an amount of power which is less than

he available generator power from the wind energy system being emtte.i

for network overvoltage protection, characterized in that the amour- 1 o

power which is emitted is reduced even before a defined maximum network

voltage value (Umax) IS reached alter exceeding a specific network voltage

value (Pl).

2 The Claim 1 has method features comprising the following elements

I
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Wind energy system with an electrica l generator for em i tting electrical

power an electrical network

ij
	The power emitted to the network is controlled as a function of an

electricat voltage present at the network

in	
The power emitted to the network is less than the available generator

power for network over voltage protection

IV	
The emitted power is reduced before a maximum network voltage value

(Umax) is reached after a specific network voltage value P I 
is exceedec

3 The Claim 2 has the method features having the following elements

A method for operating a wind power system having an electrical

generator, which can be driven by a rotor, for emitting electrical power to an

electrical network (6). in particular to loads (8) which are connected to this

network, characterized in that the power which is em
i tted from the generator

to this network (6) is controlled as a function of an electrical voltage which is

present at the network (61, in that an amount of power which is less than the

available generator power from the wind power system is emitted for

network protection, and in that the amount of power which is emifletLi

reduced even before reaching a defined minimum network voitge ,valUe

(U) after falling below a specific network voltage value (Pa)'

/

4 
The Claim 2 has method features comprising the following elements.

Wind energy system with an electrical generator for emitting electrical

power an electrical network.

The power emitted to the network is controlled CS a function of an

electrical vottage present at the network

hi	 The power emitted to the network is less than the available generator

power for network protection

iv	
The emitted power is reduced before reaching a minimum network

voltage value (UM,) alter falling below a specific network voltage value

P3

147 The applicant referred to US '039 patent titled Vanable Speed Wind Turbine

dated 21 01 1 q92 (039 Patent Exhibit 5) discloses the subject matter of invention

It reads. 'The inverter control unit 88, which is part of the 
g riverter controuer 50

receives sensor inputs of the inverter currents Lot 102. i OJ inverter voltages v Of

V 
02 V 03 and DC link voltage vide. The inverter currents are sensed at the

output taps while the inverter voltages are sensed at the output or the (titers 32and

Ii
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are isolated through potential transformers 92 (Column 7, lines 9 to 15). Hence

US 039 Patent discloses a mechanism for monitoring the voltage at the filter output

e at the grid

148 The applicant referred to a Non Patent Literature titled Power Control for

Wind Turbines in Weak Grids" published at European Wind Energy Conference

at Dublin Castle. Ireland dated October 1997; (NPL 1, Exhibit 7) discloses the

subject matter of invention. It reads, 
The wJndfarrn consists offive 600 WV wind

turbines, a wind farm control system and a Vo(tao& Co)jpp± UQiL lVCU m. VCin,

facilitates voltage depedflflt reductiongjILt outpELpoweroftheYMild_f3Lffi This

grid
means that in case there is a risk for unacc&pta b/c high voltage at the

The windfarm output power. the VCU gives the wind/arm control system a seknatto'

4

reduce the output power of the wind farm.
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149 Applying the grid specification given in Figure 1, load flow analyses have

been concluded to assess the impact of the wind farm on the voltage level on the

grid. The power factor of the loads is assumed to be 0 8 and the power faclor of the

wind farm is assured to be 0.95 (consuming reactive power while producing active

power) The voltage at the JJ0/38 kV substation is assumed to be constant at 41 0

kV
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1 50 Figure 2 shows the voltage profiles for the 38 kV feeder for different load and

w;nd power production cases. The figure shows that in case of minimum load and

maximum wind power output. there is a risk for voltages exceeding the level of 108

pa accepted by utility Hence the VCU must in this case limit the output QWG( IOU?

the wind/ruin so 1/lot the voltage level does not exceed the accepted level

151 In case of critical high voltage levels due to the wind farm output power, the

higher voltage level will be at the Point of Common Coupling (PC of the wind

farm Figure 3 shows how this voltage level depends on the consumer load level at

the gun. Ills evident front figure that in case the load is less than 40% of its

assunjeci,iiaxinum level, the voltage level at the PCC may get critically high In that

case. the yOU must limit the wind farm output power as to maintain as acceptable 
N

voltage level (Page 760. Dissipation, of Wind Power)

152 Therefore. NPL I discloses that there is Voltage Control Unit (VCU) installed

in the Wind Farm The VU facilitates monitoring and control of voltage with respect

to Output Power of Wind Farm. Hence, the Output power is voltage dependant and

it is varied according to the signal received from the Voltage Control Unit.

153 The applicant referred to US Patent 5187427 titled Static Reactive Power

Comnpensatordated 1602.1993 ('427 Patent, Exhibit 6) discloses the subject matter

of invention It reads. 'The currant, voltage, and power have specific; 08600-1i

line Current voltageappcirent power fill

active current ' voltagerecll power (in watts),

(Column 2, lines 16 to 21)

it further discloses, 'The power factor angle p between the voltage and

current Is important from the standpoint of power deliver,'. From the perspective of a

load, power transfer is most efficient when the voltage is in phase with the curreat.

Conversely, from the perspective of a grid. ,p_amount of' power that can be

delivered nbc nun bero sthb joa c/s i Qend'ntu onthe power (actor

aqglJeeIY9LtP9P€f.N .currerjL1QL each O those rosoecttve Ionds. (Column

2, lines 53 to 61)

4.

154	 Hence. '427 Patent discloses that there is direct relation between Current.

Voltage and power it further discloses that the amount of power which is delivered



to utility is dependant upon voltage and current for each of the respective loads!

utility
155 Therefore a combined reading of NPL t and US '03° Patent and US '42

Patent makes it obvious for the person skilled in the art to develop a method ci

operating a windmill generator and to add specific control elements in ordyhav

an operationa l control system for a windmill

156 Claim I of 
the Indian Patent discloses that the amount of power emitted, s',

reduced before it reaches beyond the maximum permitted Network voltage cake

This feature is obvious in the light of combined reading of NPL and US '039 Pateni

and US 427 Patent. Hence, the applicant said that Claim I is to be rejected

157 The respondent said US '039 patent describes a variable speed wind turbine

arrangement with two induction generators each with an active rectifie r and inverter

It describes how the power factor and torque of the wind turbine can be controlled

This patent does not discuss network faults or d isturbances It does not mentIon

what happens when the voltage Is severely depressed. there is no mention of

remaining connected to the network but emitting no real power.

158 then the respondent submitted ;hat US 427 patent describes a stalK

reactive power compensato r as an apparatus and method for compensat ing a

polyphase electr
ical power supply for reactive power loads This patent does not

mention about wind turbines or wind farms or real power contro
l by them This

device claimed in this patent is aimed at assisting with network voltage control nder

normal conditions. This is a power electronic based reactive power compensation

device which is not suitable for use in a wind turbine and therefore it can not control

real power.
159 Then as regards NPL document the respondent submitted that this

document discloses as to how to overcome the network constraints experienced by

wind farms connected to weak networks and more partculailv to the dissipation of

power for voltage control Therefore it is complete ly different compared to the

impugned patent where power reduction is achieved through power electronics

control
160 Considering all these arguments given above and referring to the figu

re 2 0

the US 039 patent and figure 4 of the i mpugned patent the following could be
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nerred US 039 patent discloses the mechanism of monitoring the voltage at the

lifter output I 
e at the network grid point. Therefore we find the respondent's

contention that US 039 oatefit is directed to internal control but not the control of

network voltage is not acceptable
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Conipafl n
g the figure 4 of the impugned patent it is seen that the mtciO

processo r
 (20) measures voltage at the output of inveiler and according ly adjusts

the powe' output by using the power factor. In a similar manner a person skilled in

the art would certainly perceive and understand the mechanism as to the regulation

of power at the inverter control unit which is done in US '039 patent and while

II
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referring to the figure 2 of the US 039 patent where it is cle3flY seen that beyond

the filters the power reaches the grid. The voltages vOl. v02. v03 are sensed at the

output of the filters, which is substafltl3flY the same as that of the network grid

voltage Now this voltage passes through transformers 92 to be supplied to inverter

control unit which is similar to that in the impugned Invent
i on using for rgutating the

power output and using the power factors among other things Therefore a person

skilled in the art would easily visualize and understand the differences and the

shortcomings between the figure 2 of the US '039 patent and figure 4 of tIle

impugned patent which is any way would be very trivial Further the resen4ent

admits that NPL 1 discloses that the power can be reduced by dump loads or by the

usage of energy storage device and despite this the responden
t is 0ntending.

counter statement that the NPL1 does not disclose how
, the power reduction is

performed	
It is very pertinent here to see and notice that the claims of the

respondenra patent themselves do not address the same issue of how the pOwer is

to be reduced in his case The claims merely claim that the power is reduced in

response to the change in voltage beyond a certain permissible limit without

disclosing the permissib l
e limit as well, neither it has been clearly explained in the

cification. The NPLI document teaches the reduction
descriptio n of the patent spe 

of power and more importantly teaches *voltage dependent reduction of outPut

power of the wind farm' so that 'the voltage level does not 
exceed the accepted

lever which clearly shows that NPLI document discloses the alleged inventive

concept of the impugned patent The respondent has submitted in his counter

statement that the teachings as to the wind farm do hot apply to a single wind

energy system cla
i med in the impugned patent but we flnd there is no such mention

in the specification or any evidence in support of the same Therefore we could

clearly see that the respondent is trying to claim a concept which a person skiltea in

the art would also visualize appreciate the same concept that applies to both the

wind farm as well as a single wind energy system Therefore we feel and of the

opinion that the subject matter of the alleged invention would be very obvious to a

person skilled in the art in view ol the prior arts such as US 039 patent. NFL I

document and US '427 patent
. Moreover the respondent has also not shown i t, his

patent what is the technical advance or his contribution over the prior a
llclearly in

4-
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the specification when compared to these citations. Therefore we find the invention

of the impugned patent lacking inventive step and is obvious

161 We find from the speciiicauofl that the claimed features are basically bare

concepts like power regulation, voltage monitoring, de-rating for network safety

which any electrical engineer knows about. Mere application of known concepts and

routine practices 01 conventional power plants to the wind power plants does not

amount to an inventive step A skilled person would find that the claimed features

and the disclosure in the specification are merely reworded for 'Mind power -

installations without disclosing or claiming that distinct step which enables the

application of the said well known concepts to wind power installations

Fig. 3

fT	

I
F-
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162 It is also understandable and we noticed it is part of common general

knowledge for power plants to remain connecled to the network in case of voltage

deviations from predefined values (Pt, P2, Umin, Umax etc.) It was also part at

common general knowledge to vary the power emitted in response to network

voltage The same was also the conclUsion of the High Court of Chancery Division,

Patents Court, UK in A/oys Wobben v Vestas Celtic which involved the European

equivalents of the impugned '959 Patent Therefore we find when there is mere

application of the idea with no technical advance over that known ideas or the

knowledge available in the prior art to wind turbine systems. then that application

can not be considered to have inventive step and therefore the claimed invention in

the impugned patent is obvious in view of the common general knowledge

Furthermore, a skilled person would appreciate that the disclosure of the

specification is very vaguely worded. Further we find that there is no disclosure

clearly given in the specification as to how exactly power reduction and regulation

olk-
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would be done Therefore WC find subject matter of invention is lacking inventive	 .

step and is obvious

163	 The contention of the respondent is correct, that, the UK decision does not 	 -

constitute as one of the ground for revocation of Indian patent but an Indian Patenr

can be revoked only on any of the grounds specified under Section 64 of the Act It

is also known fact and correct that if the UK court has decided 'a particular patent as

invalid this does not mean that the corresponding Indian Patent is automatically

invalid We have therefore considered the UK decision onty for the purposes of

guidance value regarding the common general knowledge and for clarity of any

technical issues, white arriving at the decision of obviousness and inventive step in

an invention because the test for obviousness or inventive step is quite different

with respect to US and EPO from India, viz.. the provision as defined in section

2(1)03) of the Act, which requires. 11 technical advance over the existing

knowledge" before consderiflg the (act as to whether the invention is obvious to

the person skilled in the art. Moreover the grant of patent tn other countries does not

give any assurance or a presumption as to the validity of grant of patent or even

investigation during revocation proceedings which is covered in section 13(4) of the

Act which lays down that there is no presumption as to tne validity to the grant of a

patent.

164	 As per the Act, all the claims in a complete specification will have OflC

inventive step or making them to be having group of inventive features to have a

single inventive concept. Since that tnventive step in claim I has been shown to be

obvious, all the subsidiary claims dependent on the principal claim 1, which tend to

add only minor variations of features will not impart any inventive step to the

dependent claims.

165 We shall now consider a few case laws as regards obviousness or inventive

step and particular reference is made to MIs. Bishwanath Prasad Radhey Shyam

Vs. MIs. Hindustan Metal Industries, (1979) 2 SCC 511, where Sarkaria. J has

held that. "was it for practical purposes obvious to a skilled worker, in the field

concerned in the state of the knowledge existing at the date of the patent to be

found in the literature then available to him, that he would or should make the

invention the subject of the c!aim concerned"

4..
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166 Buckley LJ in Valensi -v British Radio Corporation [1973] RPC 337

held that - The hypothetical addressee is not a person of excepttona skill and

nowiedge. and he is not to be expected to exercise any invenUon nor any

prolonged research, enquiry or experiment He must, however, be prepared to

cisplay a reasonable degree of skill and common knowledge of the art in making

trials and to correct, obvious errors in the specification if a means of correcting them

can readily he found and arrive at the result...

167 A patent will be tnvalid for lack of inventive step if inc invention clauned in it

was obvious to a person skilled in the a rt having regard to the state of the art at the

priority date The familiar structured approach to the assessment of allegations of

obviousness first articulated by the Court of Appeal in 
Windsurfing International

Inc v Tabur Marine (Great BritainJ Ltd [1985) RPC 59; his convenient to address

the question of obviousness by using the structured approach as explained by the

Court of Appeal in Pozzoli v BDMO (20071 EWCA Civ 588; [QQflfSR 37. This

involves the foUowing steps

1 Identify the notional person skilled in the art and the relevant common

general knowledge of that person

2 Identify the inventive concept of the claim in question or. if it cannot be done,

construe it
3 Identify if any the dUferences existing between the matters cited as tonning

stale of the art and the inventive concept of the claim or the claim as

construed.

4 Ask whether, when viewed without any knowledge of the alleged invention

as claimed do those differences constitute steps which would have been

obvious to the person skilled in the art or do they require any degree of

invention?'

153 The first step is. whc is the notional person ski/led in the art in this field of

'incf powei ir sta/in ho !ecnnotogy 2

This is a person who is likely to have a practical interest in the subject matter

of the invention The relevant common general knowledge of that person

must be such as the knowledge of electrical engineering with a broad

specialisation in power regulation, voltage monitoring and power electronics

with requisite exposure and experience in the wind power technology. In this

case, both the applicant and the respondent are the person ski l led in the art

or otherwise such person must have the knowledge Of motors and

generators with knowledge of inverters for power regulation. voltage

A-



mOnitorin9. oe.rating for network safety connected with wind power

installatIons

169 The second step is; 
identify the invent/V0 concept alt/JO C/mu) In quest!0"

The main inventive features as claimed in claims are-

a The power emitted to the network is less than the available generator

power for network over voltage protection

b The emitted power is reduced before a mairnuin network voltage

value (Umax) is reached after a specific network voltage value 
P1 15

exceeded 1
(or)	 -

c. The power emitted to the network is less than the available generator

power for network protectionprotection

d The emitted power is reduced before reaching a minimum network

voltage value (Us) after falling below a specific network voltage

value P3.

2.	
Reference was made to the figure 2 of the US 039 patent and figure

rison US , Q39 patent discloseS
4 of the impugned patent for compa 
the mechanism of monitoring the vOltagC at the filter output 

i.e at the

network grid point Figure 4 of the impugned patent shows that the

micro processor (20) meaSures voltage at the output of 
i nverter and

accordingly adjusts the power output by using the power factor.

which any person skilled in the art would certainly perceive and

understand the mechanism as to the regulation of power at the

inverter control unit which is done in us 039 patent and while

referring to the figure 2 of the US 039 patent where it ts clearly seen

that beyond the filters, the power reaches the grid The voltages v01,

v02, v03 being sensed at the output of the filters, i
s substantial ly The

same as that of the network grid voltage Now this voltage pasSCS

through transformers
 92 to be supplied to inverter control unt which

invention using for regulating the
is similar to that in the impugned 

er factors among other tltng
power output and using the pow

s

Therefore a person skilled in the art would easily visualize and

understand
 the differences and the shorfoomings between the figure

2 of the US 039 patent and figure 4 of the impugned patent whicn Is

any way would be very trivial Further NPL 1 discloses that the

power can be reduced by dump loads or by the usage of energy

storage device It is very pertinent here to see and notice that the

cl a ims of the respondents patent themselves do not address he

same issue of how the power is to be reduced. The claims mereb

&
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claim that the power is reduced in response to the change in voltage

beyond a certain permissible limit without disclosing the permissible

limit as well. nether it has been clearly explained in me description of

the patent specification. The NPL1 document teaches the reduction

of power and more importantly teaches voltage dependent reduction

of output power of the wind larm', so that the voltage level does not

exceed the accented level' which clearly shows that NPL1 document

discloses the alleged inventive concept of the impugned patent

Therefore the subject matter of the alleged invention would be very

obvious to a person skilled in the art in view of the prior arts such as

US 039 patent. NPL 1 document and US '427 patent. Moreover the

respondent has also not shown in his patent w'nat is the technical

.advance or his contribution over the prior art clearly in the

specification when compared to these citations. Thus on or before

the priority date of the invention claimed in the impugned

patent, there does not exist any difference between the state of

the art shown and the features claimed in the impugned patent.

170 The last step is: ask whether, when viewed without any knowledge of the

alleged invnntinfl as claimed, do those differences constitUte steps which would- -

?iflve been obvious to the person skilled in the ad or do they requwe nny degree of

i,n,eflttOti?"

For the lack of inventive step in the invention claimed when it is

obvious to a person skilled in the art having regard to the state of the

art at the priority date of the patent application. that patent will

become invalid.

Comparing the figure 2 of the US '039 patent and fgure 4 of the

impugned patent, US 039 patent discloses the mechanism of

monitoring the voltage at the filter output i.e. at the network grid point

Figure 4 of the impugned patent shows that the micro processor (20)

measures voltage at the output of inverter and accordingly adjusts

the power output by using the power factor. which any person skilled

in the art would certainly perceive and understand the mechanism

regarding the regulation of power at the inverter control unit which is

similar to and as carried out in US 039 patent and this is clear while

referring to the figure 2 of the US '039 patent where it is clearly seen

that beyond the filters, the power reaches the gnd The voltages vol

v02, v03 being sensed at the output of the filters, is substantially the

same as that of the network grid voltage. Now this voltage passes

through transformers 92 to be supplied to inverrer control unit which

is similar to that in the impugned invention using for regulating the

power output and using the power factors among other things

C
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Therefore a person shifted in the art would easi ly visualize and

understand the differences and the shortcomings between the licure
2 of the US '039 patent and figure 4 of the impugned patent which is
anyway would be very trivial Further NPL 1 discloses that the

power can be reduced by dump loads or by the usage of energy

storage device It is very pertinent here to see and notice that

claims of the respondents patent themselves do not addre$ the

some Issue of how the power is to be reduced The caimjmereiy
claim that the power is reduced in response to the change in voltage- 	 -j

beyond a certain permissible limit without disclosing the permissibi . . :7
limit as well, neither it has been clearly explained in the description of
the patent specification- The NPLI document also teaches the
reduction of power and more importantly teaches 'voltage dependent
reduction of output power of the wind Isrm, such that the voltage

level does not exceed the accepted level s which clearly shows that

NPLI document discloses the alleged inventive concept of the

impugned Patent- Therefore the subject matter of the alleged
invention would be very obvious to a person skilled in the art who is
not having any knowledge of this Impugned patent in view of the prior
arts such as US '039 patent. NPL i document and US '427 patent
Moreover the respondent has also not shown in his patent what 1 5 the

technical advance or his contribution over the prior art clearly in the

specification when compared to these citations.

c. When the basic technology has already reached a particular
probably, a saturated level or point, for any optimization, then in any
research made in that field should have or show any technical
advance to the present level, in the absence of any such technCal
advance in the work done, compared to the knowledge present and
available in the state of art, then that piece of work does not deserve

the right of any monopoly

d. In view of this analysis and the finding herein, it is very clear there is

no inventive step in the invention claimed in the impugned patent and
the invention claimed is obvious to any skilled person in the an.

Therefore combining the said cited US patents and NPL i document, a person

skilled in the art can arrive at the invention ciatmed in the claim I 
of the impugned

patent. Hence the invention cannot be said to have any inventive step and the

invention is obvious.



71	 Insufficiency of description

A patent will be insufficient if the specification does no t cisciose tne invention

clearly enough and completely enough for it to be performed b y a person skilled in

Inc art The duty of the patentee is to provide the description which enables the

skilled person in the art to perform the invention with a will and to make the

invention work Such a person is not supposed to have exceptional skill and

knowledge and he is not expected to exercise any invention or any prolonged

research, enquiry or experiment- He must have a reasonable degree of skill and

common general knowledge of the art in performing the trials and to correct the

obvious mistakes if there is a way of correcting them is conceived

y

172 or course by virtue of Section 64 (1) (t) & (i) of the Act, a patent may be

revoked if it "does not disclose the invention clearly enough and completely enough

for it to be performed by a person skilled in the art'. It is fundamental to the validity

of a patent that it not merely discloses a novel product or process but that the

disclosure is "enabling".

173 The term sufficiency of disclosure refers to adequacy of pertinent

information to be provided in the complete specifi cation to enable an average skilled

person in the art to perform the invention, It is stated in Halsbur'J'S Law 3rd Edition.

Vol.29 page 66, pars 138 that insufficiency of description has two branches,

1, The complete specification must describe an embodiment of the invention

claimed in each of the claims and that the description must be sufficient to

enable those in the industry concerned to carry it into effect 'without their

making further inventions" and

2 That the description must be fair Le. it must not be unnecessarily difficult 10

follow.

174 In Press Metal Corporation knitted Vs. r4oshir Sorabp Pochkhannawallah.

(1982) Plc, 256, Bombay HC, it was held that, 'it is the duty of The patentee to state

clearly and dIstinctly, the nature and limits of the inva niion what he claims in his

periicatiofl if the language used by the patentee is obscure and wnbiç;uotis. no

pweni can be qranied and it is imrnateñal whether the obscurity in the fan guagc Is

clue to design crcai&eSSfleSS or wont of skilL"

C
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175 In Cyanamid vs Bark Pharmaceuticals 119761 RPC 231 at 234 J Whitford

held that "U is noi to bo expected that every patent will be comprehensible to

everybody who picks it up, for patents are directed to persons who have skills in the

particular fields with which each patent is conceived - the so called skilled men in

the art The descflptiofl of the invention has only to be a description sufficient toviT
enable the notional skilled man to put it into practice Only those familiar inthe fIId

in question can be expected to make anything of the claims"

7

176	
In Mentor. at (1993] RPC 14 lines 28 to 45, Lloyd LJ said this. "It was atfirst—'

argued that the skilled man should not have to carry out any research, enquiry or

experiment at all, whether prolonged or otherwise.

177 Finall y adopting the expression used by Lord Hoffmann in Biogen Inc Vs

Medeva plc [1991] RPC 1 at 50 line 39, a patent would be insufficient on either

basis if it cannot "deliver the goods" or, lithe claim is cast more widely than the

teaching justifies, the claim will be Biogen insufficient. if the claim on the face of it

appears to be cast narrowly enough, it may nonetheless be classically insufficient if

the teaching of the specification is not enabling-

178 In Pottiers ApplrL[19671 RPC 170 Lloyd Jacob. J said. 'the purpose of a

patent specification is to disclose how an alleged invention in its full width may be

put into practice and not to enable that width io be adjustable as subsequent

practice develops."

179 It was submitted by the applicant that the impugned patent does not

sufficiently and fairly described the invention in the patent specification. The

applicant atso pointed the claim 2 is not clearly and sufficiently supported by a

necessary 
description, whereas claim 2 talks about the reduction in power emitted

when the network voltage falls below a predefined value or predetermined voltage

level

180 The applicant submitted that the point P3 is not even disclosed in the

impugned patent's Fig 3. and said that it is only when help is taken from the

European publication of the corresponding application, that the position of P3 is
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unoerstood For the purpose of the present case, only Indian specification has to be

considered which is insufficient

181	 Secondly, the applicant submitted that impugned specification gives a

description that is contrary to the claim 2. Attention was invited to page 32-4esr

/	 '\
paragraph and page 33 fist few lines, which indicate that networK;nuccuatiqus^'

occurring due to large amounts of power being drawn by the consumers, can leathto

a low voltage situation It is disclosed that 'In case of such a reduction in voltae

the wind power installation according to the invention can feed an increased amount

of electrical power into the network and in that way it can compensate for voltage

fluctuations. It is very clear that the above teaching is contrary to what is claimed in

claim 1 The applicant said that this will confuse a person ordinarily skilled in the art

and therefore the claim 2 is not sufficiently and fairly described in the specification to

enable a skilled person to work the invention The applicant said that with the above

reasoning, consequently. it applies to all the claims dependent on claim 2 and these

arguments also apply to claim 9, which is an apparatus to perform the method in

aim I or 2 Further it was pointed out that claim 3 is also not sufficiently and fairly

supported by the description in the specification, for example claim 3 is talking about

a siluation where the network voltage increases beyond Umax or decreases below

Umin, wherein the wind energy system is operated (i.e stays connected) without

any power being emitted to the network- It was submitted that though this technique

s known for conventional generators, it has been merely disclosed as concept in the

specification, whereas, the concept itself is seen to be obvious However, even

assuming for a moment, without conceding, that the concept is non-obvious, a

person ordinarily skilled in the art will not find the description suffictent to implement

the same technique on a wind power installation. There would be an undue burden

on the skilled person to work the invention according to claim 3. In this regard, the

applicant drew the attention to page 73 of the revocation application, pare 199.

where the issue of insufficiency of description as to EP '564 Patent (having claims

identical to claim 3 and related claims of the impugned patent) was taken up in the

UK court The Court also observed that the control system faces a lot of difficulty

and challenqes to momentarily manage the power according to rapid voltage

fluctuations, especially in the cases where voltage falls rapidly Yet, there is no

c
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assistance to the ordinarily skilled person as to how this has to be achieved. Thus, it

was submitted, that claim 3, along with the entire dependant` taims and apparatus

clam 12, are not sufficiently and fairly supported by the description in the

specification. The respondent contended that there is a mere contradictory

statement by the applicant saying that when it comes to a question of obviousness it

is obvious for a person skilled in the art to arrive at the claimed invention, whereas

for the ground of insufficiency, the applicant takes a 'U turn' and argues that a

person skilled in the art will not be able to work the invention from the description

provided in the complete specification. It is therefore clear that the applicant is

making two -contradictory stand according to his own convenience Considering this

argument on insufficiency we find from the claims there are terms like 'network

voltage nominal value, 'network voltage value for Pt and PS'. details about voltage

sensors, the carrying out of reduction in voltage, inconsistent usage of word such as

'connected and operated' not giving a clear meaning of operation, have been used

in the ciaiiyts as well as description but without any clarity and detailed oiplariiiii4ton"\

t
regarding the same

182 Hence whenever the claim is dra
fted in wtde or loosely worded tec'

ambiguity will arise to check whether the description in the specification s

sufficiently clear and definitive to enable a person of an ordinary skill to do or

perform such an invention.

183 There has been no mention anywhere in the full specification regarding the

expression 'network voltage nominal value'. 'network voltage value for Pt and P3.

details about voltage sensors; the carrying out of reduction in voltage, inconsistent

usage of word such as 'connected and operated not giving a clear meaning o

operation The law is very clear, that nondisclosure of the details of the invention or

alternatively, maximuni information about the i nvention which would make the

skilled person in the art to 
find it difficult to perform the invention without any trial

and experiments would amount to insufficient or unfair description as per section

64MXh) of the Act



184 Amendment of claims

Respondent in me revocation application came up with a miscellaneous

etiticn on 15-9-201 0  with a revised set of claims, stating that the claims 1, 2 3, 9 &

12 have been amended and the amendments are mainly for the purpose of clarity.

thereby limiting the scope of the claims with clarity and requested that the revised

clams filed under section 55 of the Act may be considered rather than revoking the

entire patent. On the day of hearing, the respondent submitted a M P proposing

amendments to the claims in the granted patent. The M.P was not even numbered

by the Registry and was not listed before us. The applicant's counsel pointed out,

that the M.P was signed on an earlier date 13-9-2010 and has also been notarjec.
V

but the same was not submitted till the commencement of the 'bearing. 	 \

Consequently the same was not entertained	
I!

185	 Further it is necessary to record here that despite being given time and again -

since March 2010 and again in July and also on 9' 4 August 2010, the respondent

iss filed their expert affidavit just few days before the start of the hearing to counter

the expert affidavits of tfle applicant and in view of this and to have equality of

opportunity and also in view of natural justice to both the applicants and

respondents in this revocation application, we do not intend to consider the expert

evidences produced by the applicant as well as the respondent but rely Only on the

revocation application, counter statement and rejoinder to the same and the oral

submissions of both the sides have been considered.

188 Conclusions

Novelty

The features in the US '773 patent in the col.3 lines 55 to 60 show the logic

control of important functions such as generator mains connection and over

speed control, control and regulation of voltage fluctuation between the

output and grid network by avoiding the disconnect of generator of the wind

energy system from the mains upon a fault, anticipate the features and

working of the inipunned patent. wherein the feature regarding how the

voltage is reduced, and how the wind energy syseni is remaining connected

without emihing power etc. have not been clearly described in the body of

(
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the specification and so in the absence of clearer supportive description but

witl'i a claim and description being vague and not supporting dearly would

amount to broad and wide scope, such that any thing can as a prior art

document having these features or which meets or fits with these features of

the impugned patent. will certainly embrace this invention for anticipation

affecting the novelty inevitably

2- Obviousness

a CornparLrYg the inve
n

tive features the US '039 a nd fl427 ate :y
along vrith the NPL 1 document , and the inventive features as.

construed from the principal claim I 
and other claims. no diffiiren^e

in the iryentk?fl clamed in the claim of  theim
p

u gned Patent

could be pe rceived 9!noticed.

b. Invention claimed would be obvious to a person skilled in the art

having regard to the state of the art, when no technical advance over

the prior art, is established, then the patent lacks inventive ste p and

will become invalid.

3 As per the Act, all the claims in a complete specification will have one

inventive step or making them to he having group of inventive features but to

have a single inventive concept. Since that inventive step in claim 'i has

been shown to be obvious, all the subsidiary claims dependent on the

principal claim 1, which tend to add only minor variations of features will not

impart any inventive step to the dependent claims

4 Then the subordinate claims which are dependent on the principal claimi

would also become invalid and does not stand as a separate independent or

individual claim as no exclusive technical improvement in the feature could

be shown therein

5 Therefore combining the said two cited US patents, together with the said

NPL 1 document a person skilled in the art can arrive at the invention

claimed in the claim 'I of the impugned patent Hence the invention cannot

be said to have any i nventi ve step and the invention is obvious

6 There has been no mention anywhere in the full specification regarding the

expression 'network voltage nominal value', 'network voltage value for Pt

and P3', details about voltage sensors, and about the carrying out of
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reduction in voltage Further there are inconsistent usage of word such as

connected and operated' not giving a clear meanng of operation The law is

ve ry clear that nondisclosure of the details of the invention or alternatively

maximum information about the invention which toutd make the skilled

person in the an to find it difficult to perform the nvention without any trial

and experiments would amount to insufficient or unfair description as per

section 64(1 )(h) of the Act

187 Hence alter taking into consideration of the above said case laws and

findings and analysis made herein above, together with foregoing statements in the

conclusions, we hereby allow the application for the revocation of the patent.

M P No.9/2010 for stay has been dismissed as nothing remains in the

miscellaneous petition and aiso that the main application has been disposed of

M P No 3712010 for early hearing is dismissed as infructuous As per The directions

of the Hon'ble High Court of Madras. all the miscellaneous petitions have been

heard and decided along with the main application. Consequently the patent

granted to the respondent is revoked and we direct the Controller of Patents to

remove the patent No 197959 from the register of patents The parties $hajI,b?ac

their own costs
tt,

sJ/
(S. CHANDRASEKARAN)	 (S.USHA)
TECHNICAL MEMBER	 g'rrvn—,	 •	 VICE-CHAIRMAN

.
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